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<l>ecla! contribution to The New England
Fanner on The Chief Needs of New England
Agriculture, by Mr. Ν. B. lH>ug!as, Sherborn,
Mus.<.,|i}.<t master of the Massachusetts State
Grange.)
One of thechief needs of New England
agriculture is. in my opinion, more faith
in the business. From my somewhat
extended acquaintance with the farmers
nf New Eugland I cannot escape the
impression that ai a class they are inclined to look upon their occupation as
lacking the dignity and honor of other
callings. Too many of them seem to
think that to be a plain farmer is not
quite all they desire. Thej are prone to
look upon their limited nil rube/ of acres,
often of rugged soil, as insurmountable
handicaps in the race. They fail to
appreciate the fact that no acre of soil
in New Eugland has as yet been pushed
to the limit of its productive capacity.
V*>r do they seem to realize the fact that
a small area under the intensive method
s far better than many acres carelessly
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Attorney at Law,

The tact that the best markets of the
MAINE.
world are at our very doors seems to
U W,
ν
Collections a >f*cla!tj have escaped their attention. The long
haul and heavy freight charges should
trouble the New England farmer but
i\ Λ Ι'ΔΚίν.
little. Ue should cater largely to the
Attorneys at Law,
markets near his home. When he must
MAINS.
complete in distant markets let him
:t ΓΗΚΙ.,
strive to so concentrate his product that
Slier; C- i'ark.
derrick.
the toll of the carrier may take the
smallest possible percentage of the reII \ RL' >W,
l\
Our successful New
turns.
England
fainter is ever alert to discover the needs
Attorney at Law,
to till those
MAINE
I-,
[of his market. He strives
needs in the most attractive manner.
He will not strive to educate the public
IT Λ WHEELER,
as to what it wauts but will give it what
it does want and is willing to pay for.
A" : neys and Counsellors at Law,
He should make a rule that his goods
t I'll l'A RIS. M AIN Ε.
are just what they are represented to
be. and are honest in weight and measAlton C· Wheeler.
Wr!.·; t.
ure.
Never try to make lifteen ounces
for a cord,
pass for a pound or seven feet
fie is not to be discouraged because his
tirst attempt to secure a market for
sterling good? attractively put up does
Good things
not secure instant reward.
\\\· eu" ν .ι good line of
Under the
are usually of slow growth.
•Id order of things our ancestors raised
wheat and corn, beef, pork, mutton and
wool, for the then distant markets aud
found a handsome profit in so doing.
Conditions have changed and their
methods would land us of to-day in the
not grow
poor house. Our fathers could
cucumbers or lettuce with the aid of the
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the. box over tue uog, ne punel ou' a couiile of loa^e boards, fitted
the barrel in the aperture, propped α
coal hod and some battered tin eaus
beside it, and dually had a rain proof
if not very elegant, kennel.
The dug made no show of pleasure,
except that his brown eyes followed
ihe boy wherever he went. The look in
The boy unthose eyes was enough.

toi»i«iinjf

Ε was a young ιΐυρ, but he
one.
old
an
like
looked
Wearily shambling along llie
street, he stared hungrily at
Oh
the grocers' tempting windows.
for a taste—not of the haius and the
tongues, but of the salted herring, the
creamy codtish, the glistening heaps of

derstood hiin.
"Sow, Koojemook," said the lad at
the house,
last, "1 must
but I'll be back just as soon as I can
pull the wool over step-uia's eyes. She's
nrotty cute, and it isn't easy to fool
her, but I'll make a try. So long."
And, with a farewell tap on the box,
run

over

to

he started off for the cottage.
"Is that you, Tbaddy?" called a metallic voice as he was stampiug his
feet in the little back porch.
"Yes, ma'am," lie said vigorously.
"You're late," went on the voice.

had become hungry—very hungry—and,
stopping short, he sat down ou the
frosty pavement and looked disconso-

lately about him.
No home, uo master—and he had been
brought .up like a baby! These well

kilter" made h, a
firm, has recently been îe
the rtatioo. The directions

the end of his power of endurance,
but he did not know it. He thought he
would just lie down here on the hard
pavement in sight of the delicious morsels in the windows, and when he was
rested he would move on, on in his end-

with au extra twinkle in his eye.
TJie little woman lowered her fork.
She had a sharp tongue, but she loved
to be petted.
The boy's eyes were running approvingly around the room. "Good fire!
Nice tea! Step-ma, how long lias that

at

less quest for food.
He curled himself up in a ball, his
tired eyes were just closing—closing in
a sleep which if begun would never

j

have ended—when he was roused by
an exclamation: "Hello, dog! You look
beat out!"

St^to'pounds'an \cre

j'

indicate,

"pounds*

huûîîd

The Original Fruit Cannera.
We are indebted to Pompeii for the
great industry of canned goods. Years

ago.

tire been lighted? It looks fresh, and,
upon my word, there is hardly a mite

of ashes."

Before the woman could prevent him
he had opened the stove door. "Now,
step-ma, you're been sitting in this
cold house without a speck of fire."
"1 wasn't cold," she said stoutly. "I
was by the window in the sun, and I
had my big shawl on."

He raised his head. A tall lad was
standing over hiui, an overgrown lad
with twinkling eyes, a thin jacket and
bare hands thrust into his pockets to
keep them warm.
The dog attempted to get on uis reer.
made that it will kill all weeds, but that I
This was the tirst kind word hi· had

\ >w
ceive<l bv

success.

abolished.

*♦

w

you were a few sizes smaller, but tills
will lielp to till up."
It was dark inside the box. but tbe
boy could hear the pleased uud hurried
lapping of the starving animal.
Sitting back on his heels, he stared
across the dumps in a kind of comical
dismay, "lie's going to live, and uow
I've gut two wolves to feed—one Inside of me and the other inside of that

dog—an.1 step-iua's nose getting sharpand sharper from denying herself.
I believe I ought to have this dog put
I'll tell a policemau
out of the world.
tomorrow.
Hello, bay. have you tin-

er

isluvl
The s.i..nd of Lipping had ceased and
diote v. .η
scratching inside the box.
When the boy stretched out his hand
the 1 >.\1 he found the dog had
j.'.;:i!y ral-cd himself and was weakly
p.i .v iiig the air.
'·; ic.U if be isn't trying to shake
hands,'" muttered the boy. "Some one's
taught him that. Very well, old fellow; you're powerful dirty, still I'll
not refuse to shake a paw. Yes, it's
I'll not give you up to the
all right.
pos.ee-not after that paw shake.

(ÎWM3 I wouldn't like any one to shoot
the life out of me. Good night, now,
but before I go listen to me and take
another look nt that brown cottage 1
pointed out to you. Don't you go near
There's a lady In it with double
it.
barreled eyes and an awful mouth full
of swords and ears that can hear a
mile oiT. You're a goner if you venture
near her.
D'ye hear'/"
The dog did hear and understood.
Ile curled himself up on his bed. and.
hastily replacing his shelter, the boy

ran back to the house.
When his stepmother returned he
was at the sink, whistling cheerfully
and washing his soup bowl.
"Was It nice, Thaddy?" asked Mrs.

Se'X'chSmnrV»^^
pôp,«.

with good ago, when the excavations were jast
beginning, a party of Cincinnatians
found in what had been the pantry oi
a house many jars of preserved figs.
To Protect the highways.
and they were found
Com- One was opened,
To prevent destruction of roads
to be fresh and good. Investigation
recom
missioner Hunter of Pennsylvania
showed that the figs had been put into
mends that it be made a misdemeanor the
jars in a heated state, an aperture
with a heavy fine or impunishable for drivers to injure roadf left for the steam to escape and thee
prisonment,
with wax. The hint was taken,
ice or drag docki ! sealed
by the use of rough,
next year frait canning was
the
and
th<
or by plowing a gutter alongside
into the United States, the
introduced
loaded
heavier
wagoi
macadam with a
identical with that in
; process being
tha
recommends
He
or otherwise.
at Pompeii twenty centuriec
, vogue
b<
should
narrow tire· on heavy wagons
of June,

ο·

"You've kept tea waiting."
"No. I'm not," said Tbaddy, still
haven't—mustn't
I
"and
stamping,
dressed fiersous contemptuously avoid- give ill» contradicting her," he went on
was
He
sat.
he
ed the place where
under his breath, "or she'd down me."
weed sow thistle, groundsel, comfrey
Timbs.
dirty, and there were sore spots on
"You're getting careless," went on
ind iegopodium are somewhat
Thaddy.
'"J""1.; him where he had been bitteu. Ladies the voice, and, stepping into the "Lovely, step-ma." replied how
that
knew
drew their skirts aside; children start- kitchen, Tbaddy fouud himself con- "I guess if you Just
think you
ed back in affright from his lean and fronted by a small sized, black eyed soup was appreciated you'd
in creation."
shaggy form. One little girl called young woman, who held a toasting were tlie best cook
"I thought you weren't very fond of
Another said, "Look, fork in her hand.
him a sheep.
she said suspiciously,
w mamma, at the funny wolf!"
"If you won't run me through, step- soup, Thaddy,"
1
and EnSli»h daisy, aro entirely
IIo was almost
the boy, "but I just had to make that because
I'oor, sad eyed dog!
ma, I'll give you η kiss," said

electric light under glass, nor could they
take the milk warm from the cow and
with the separator place the delicious
cream at the door of the consumer within an hour from the time it left the cow.
While the New England farmer of fifty
increase the
a net profit
years ago might often figure
of growth of the cereal crops upon
widehis
acre,
dollars
of five to ten
per
ι7;
this "weed killer* is applied.
awake descendants of to-day may often On
analysis, the material was found to
l.nd a net of five or ten times that be
ordinary green vitriol, deprivwl of
amount.
about two-thirds of its water. and
pulverized. No nitrate of soda
conditions is to a greater extent a need f..nn.l in this particular sample.
of New England agriculture to-day than
This "weed killer" may be a desirable
lu cLoosing the line of
ever before.
article if sold at a reasonable price. 1
to
"8<îd
agriculture which one hopes to follow
will doubtless prove effect,v*
success it is of the greatest importance
ex
,rirp
enough amounts.
Belgian
for
that he select that particular branch
the need for about
««rlence
who
man
No
which he has a liking.
times the quantity recommended in
hates the sight of a cow will ever make the manufacturer's circular.
a
When
special
a successful dairyman.
line has beeu fixed upon, study well the d red
One
pounds of
conditions and surroundings.
wm yield, when suitably heat-1
Subscribe for and study carefully
about seventy pounds of this linely
of that
papers that make a specialty
divided product.
I
not
particular line of agriculture. Do
thiuk that everything that you may see
Good Enough to Tie to.
in those papers will tit your special case.
A subscriber of the Breeders' Gazette
Study to gather ideas that may tit your
gives bis experience with dairy Shortneeds.
and asks for adThe time spent by many farmers in horns iu that journal
"L. Ν. B.:" the
attending auction sales where old plun- vice which is given by
der. spavined horses, played out cows whole makes interesting reading:
I am
producing dairy Shorthorns,
and other trash are often sold for twice
make :>00 pounds
the value of the same, might bo profit milk the cows, which
of butter in 0 or 7 months, and then
ably spent in visiting other farms where
The
on. suckle a calf for 4 or ."» months.
one special line of work is carried
wheu 18 months old and
It is not necessary in all cases that the calves are sold
farm visited be a success as ofteu times always bring the top price. They weigh
to 1,100 pounds.
the most valuable lessons are those that at that age from 1,000
I never need to advertise for a buyer for
teach us what not to do.
trouble to
Another great need of New England my baby beeves and have no
to j"·*» for my cows wheu 1
agriculture is that the farmer be a broad- get from ?t>0for
sale. Will it pay me to
minded, public-spirited citizen taking offer them
to producing pure-bred
an active interest iu municipal affairs; change over
I love line cattle. I know
n->t a low, cunning politiciau but a man Shorthorns'.'
how to feed and tit for the show ring. I
who votes as he prays.
and have made a
N>> oue thing at the present time is love to show cattle
I am afraid I
doing more for the upbuilding of agri- study of conformation.
to sell my yonng pureculture iu New England than the grange. might not bo able
would have to
Nothing will do more in the future in bretls for breeders as I
Shall I let well
that direction than the grange if the build up a reputation.
themselves of its enough alone or should I gradually exfarmers will avail
those
my high grades for pure-breds?
help. The grange is not one of the change
1 get -JÔ cents for butter by the year, aud
machines where you simply press
Providence or the other 5 cents per pound for baby beoves on the
button and
fellow does the rest. Those who are average at home.
Your subscriber seems to have a good
not willing to work and pay one hundred
but has a laudable ambition to do
cents for each dollar of their indebtness thing,
if it will pay to change
need not expect to get much value from better. He asks
Shorthorns.
the grange. It is as a fallow Held and over to producing pure-bred
Thirty years ago I had a desire to breed
as we sow so shall we reap.
pedigreed cattle. A good friend in the
Two kinds of Farmers.
adjoining country had the finest herd of
Shorthorns in the state and my visits to
Says a writer in the Marshalltown (la.) his place had intensitied my desire to
Times-Kepublican. doubtless every one
and do likewise. Like your inquirer
who has had to go among the farming go
I sought advice, but of a personal friend.
communities of northern Iowa has beeu
de- His reply was: "If you have about
impressed by the widely different
he $.".0,000 that it will not cripple you to
that
grees of material prosperity
inlose, buy good ones and breed better
For
localities.
in
different
tinds
oues and you can have lots of pleasure,
rural
certain
over
in
traveling
stance,
is but do not expect to make any money
mail routes, hardly a man is met that
the venture." I took his advice, held
not, and for the past two or three years by
on to my capital and little farm, tried to
has not been, complaining of hard times.
do better farming, remembering that
On others the people appear prosperous
Franklin said "little boats should keep
and coutented. In many cases the
near the shore."
does
land
of
the
in
the
quality
difference
Your inquirer has a paying business
variauot by any means account for the
and yet there is no business so good that
tion iu geueral conditions. But one fact
He has laid the
noted. The most it cannot be improved.
may nearly always be
he should build on it.
are those in foundation: now
communities
prosperous
There is just as good a chance to make
which the people market the most livein good milking Shorthorns as
stock and the least corn and oats, and money
in any other breed on earth. If he can
the wealthier residents of the less favorthan he
haul the handle profitably more cattle
ed localities are not those who
not add to bis herd first
has
now
the
why
to
of
bushels
grain
largest number of
of a
the the best registered bull he can find
nearest elevator, but who empty
as profitable milkers and
noted
own
their
family
into
cribs
contents of their
feeders? This cross on the cows he now
feed lots. So universally true is tbis
should give him something better.
has
so
why
that one can hardly imagine
He can keep bis eye open for cows of
after
year
will
continue
year
many men
With these and
seldom the milking strains.
to persist in a practice that
the herd he now has he can prove to his
success.
considerable
brings any
neighbors, and as many others as he
will interest by advertising and the
Seed.
Clover
Sowing
show ring that he has a most profitable
writes
C. J. Moore of Morrisville, Vt.,
strain of Shorthorns, such as thousands
in the Practical
on the above subject
of farmers are looking for. This is
Farmer as follows:
holding fast to that which is good and
in
seed
Farmers here nearly always
forward, gratifying the desire
pressiug
We
some
grain crop.
the spring with
for better things. The country is curswith
and
oats
barley
both
have used
ed with men who rush into the breeding
always sowing in the business while they kno* neither how
good success, the
I
was sown.
when
grain
They make hash
to feed nor to breed.
spring,
of timothy and S of crosses and families, and leave in
use about 8 quarts
clover seed per
or 10 pounds of red
their wreck a lot of pedigreed are as
We have never tried summer or inferior as the individuals.
acre.
satisbeen
L. S. B.
fall sowing, because we have
sowfied with our success with spring
of most farmthe
is
This
practice
ing.
section. Some who
ers I know in this
with grass and
raise ensilage corn seed

*y

hS,

wild charlock, wild mustard and wild
rulish but kills wild barley, shepherd s
wild buckwheat, ragweed, wallnurse,
«.,««.
and
ppy

ed!
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smelts in their wicker baskets!
All winter he had supported himself
rather ban! green crystals containing in the most miserable of ways. Now
was coming, and he was tired
loses I spring
material
out—so very, very tired.
water and becomes yellowish or
The dogs of this Canadian city kuew
oMwlIng that he was a stranger and had fought
him continuously. There were certain
water, the
streets, the best streets for pickings,
sulphate is found to be that he dared not enter. The shopping
finely
**
far superior to the
streets were not good ones for scrap
j
uetj.
B
tals for dry application aftei tne
l>oxes and barrels of rubbish, and he
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"That's what my I.atin grammar
calls a fraus pia," remarked Thaddy,

heard for many a day, hut, strangely
enough, his legs doubled under him
whenever he tried to stand on them.
"Blest if he isn't played out," pur"Can't you stand up,
sued the hoy.
dog? Come, try again."
The animal did try again; his lip
eurled hack in a feeble dog smile, but
the strength was all gone out of his

limbs, and, gazing up helplessly into
the lad's face, he seemed to say, "It's
of no use—better let me alone."
"Crlcky!" observed the boy. "Isn't
he queer looking? I believe he's au Indian dog. Some old Mil-mac from the
camps bas brought hlni into the city
and deserted him. They often do when
food Is scarce out there. Poor brute!
lie hasn't been able to pick up much of
a living iu the streets, and he's starving to death. How much of the needful have I about me?" And he drew
"Three
one red hand from his pocket.
cents—not a fortune; still enough to
buy sodas. I say, mister," anil he entered a niarby grocery, "give me 3

kindly.
Thaddy at once became dejected and
stifled a heavy sigh as he put his bowl
on

the dresser and went to

a

cupboard

for his schoolbooks.
"Isn't it too soon to work after eating?" asked his stepmother.
"No." said Thaddy soberly. "It isn't."
"I should think you'd want to rest
awhile if you've disposed of all those
muffins," continued Mrs. Timbs, with a
gesture toward the empty plate on the

table.
The boy's eyes twinkled. "Strange to
say, they make me feel more like work.
I'm just crazy to get education enough
to start in business."
"You'll get ou, Thaddy," said the wo-

man proudly, "if you keep up your
steady ways."
"I'm going to get on," said the boy
doggedly. "Work doesn't scare me.

J

cents' worth of crackers."
The grocer tossed the boy a bag, and
he slipped out to the dog.
"Here, old man, eat some."
The dog put out his pink tongue and
What
licked feebly at the crackers.

the matter with him? He wanted I
to eat them, yet he could not.
sitting down ;it the table. "The end
"I'll tell you what, dog," said the boy
of your little nose is as red as a beet.
of
end
at
the
most
briskly. "You're
Just you wait, though, till I get to be
iii-ddc
!
hot
stuiT
your tether. You want
I'll build lires big enough to
u man.
you. Come on home with me. If you roa*t
to death."
you
stay here it's all up with yon. Λ policeThank you," said the woman smartman will catch you: then it's a shot in
's*·
that wolfy head of years and the botThaddy jumped up from the table.
I'll help you."
tom of the harbor.
"Oh. have manners, boy!" he said
The dog was absolutely unable to
roughly to himself. "Ilere you are sitmove, and the boy bent over him.
ting down to the table before your
I
a
smell!
"Confederation! What
You're losing all your postepmother.
guess you don't know what the inside liteness. and if you haven't politeness
of a bath looks like.^However. I'd be
you'll never got on In the world." And
dirty, to.», if I'd never been washed, he shook himself vigorously.
unand I 111 not going to see a dog
"You're a queer fellow, Thaddy,"
der, if he doesn't smell as sweet as a
saitl his stepmother, spearing a piece
(he
And,
taking
rose. Here you go!"
of toast In the oven.
weary beast in his strong young arms,
Thaddy bent his tall, ungainly form
he tiling him over his shoulder and
in an ungraceful bow. "Just what I
went staggering up the hill.
think about you, step-ma."
Every boy that he met jeered at him.
The woman laughed. "Oh, well, we
ana
he
one
tiling
saucy
and to every
on—you and I."
get
knew,
he
they
swer.
In their hearts,
"l)o I smell hot mufflns?" asked
had
not
if
it
were sympathising, and
Thaddy, \i »rking his nose.
been close upon mealtime he would
"Yes, boy," saitl his stepmother, "anil
have had a following of approving
I got reckless because
lots of 'cm.
scoffers.
we're so near the end of the tlour bar\\ hen lie reached the outskirts of the
rel."
city he began to talk to the dog.
"Wouldn't that be a good time to get
"l»o you see that little cott-το yoncarefulV" remarked Thaddy cautiously.
der. with the ya«v1 about ns big as α
"The best of times," snapped the wopocket handkerchief? That's where I man. "But, laekadaisy, I get tired somea
have
to
larger
used
live. Once we
times of being careful and just feel I
house, but. like you. I've come down in
Ilere
must do something desperate.
the world. Father's dead—only step-ma
warmed over;
are.
only
They're
they
and me left. dog. If it weren't for her
they were bilked this morning." And
I'd take you right in the back yard,
she emptied a small panful of smoking
wouldn't
it
wouldn't
do,
it
dog;
but
hot mulliiis in a plate 011 the table.
tlo."
"Just wait till I got to be a man,"
The dog, of course, made no response.
said Thaddy, moistening his lips. "You
In a weary heap he lay over the boy's
shall sit eating hot bread from morning
shoulder. He was In good hands, and
till night."
he was content.
"And die of indigestion," said Mrs.
"I'm going to take you to the dumps, Timbs
dryly. "Sit down, Thaddy. I'm
dog," said the boy, "and In case you're just going to light myself."
a stranger and don't know what the
"Will you say grace, blackbird, or
dumps are I'll Just explain that It's the shall IV" asked the boy gravely.
the
from
ashes
the
city
common where
"You do it this evening, Thaddy,"
warm
are dumped. I'll find you a nice
said the woman wearily. "I'm too ugly
heap and cover something over you. to thank the Lord for anything."
Here we are; don't make a noise." And.
'"For what we are about to receive
cautiously skirting the yard of the cot- may the Lord make us truly thankful,"
tage, he made his way over the soft, murmured the boy reverently.
"Here's a bowl of soup for you," said
yielding heaps of ashes to a spot some
distance from his home.
Mrs. Timbs, getting up and going to the
"There"—and he gently laid the dog oven. "I most forgot it."
down—"that's a nice bed for you! Now
"Where's yours?" asked Thaddy,
for a roof to keep out the rain," and he peering over at her.
looked anxiously about. "Crlcky, there's
She smiled in α tired way and, leana packing case!" And, springing up, he
ing back in her chair, played with her
ran like a deer to the place where a
piece of toast
large wooden box was protruding from
"I'm not hungry," she said ut last.
a heap of rubbish.
"If you'll excuse me, I'll run over to
"And some sheets of tin," be went Mrs. Goldman's. She said she knew α
on joyfully—"Just the tiling to keep
woman who would give me flue sewthe rain out—and an old barrel for a
ing. and she was going to fliul out the
front hall, by which you can enter address."
his
your mansion, dog," and, dragging
As soon as Mrs. Timbs left the room
spoils after him, he came back to the the boy tiptoed to the wiudow. lie
animal
lay,
place where the starving
watched her enter a cottage a short
"Cold, eh?" and he laid his hand on distance down the street; then, rapidly
shivnot
the dog's back, "No, you're
emptying the plate of muitins into his
ering. You must be an Indian dog- bowl of soup, he darted from the house
think I'll call you Koojemook. That's in the direction of the famishing dog.
all the Micmac I know, and It means
"Here, dog," be said, pushing in the
'Qet out!' I guess that's what people bow] to the sick animal, who lay luxwinter.
have been saying to you all
uriously on his bed of ashes; "I wish
was

Now, isn't tltfit uungV

had the bones."
"Step-ma." said Thaddy solemnly,
"can't you believe me when I tell you
that that soup went right to the spot?"
"Yes. I believe you, Thaddy. You've
never told me a He yet," she returued

Aqd, e^refulj^

Fact is. I love it. Now, what has my
brain got to get outside of tonight? Algebra, geometry, modern history and
geography." And he piled his books up
In front of his seat at the table.
Ilis stepmother pushed the lamp
nearer to him, and the boy, sitting
down, was soon absorbed in his tasks.
Presently she heard him snickering.
"What's the matter, boy?" she asked,
looking up from her darning.
"I'm reading about the Eskimos, stepma. They're awful eaters. Two Eskimos will easily dispose of a seal at a
sitting, and a man will lie on his back
nnd allow his wife to feed him tidbits
of blubber and fl«:*ii until he Is unable
to move."

"l'Igs:" said .Mrs. niuos suorwy.
"Ami the other evening," continued
Thaddy, "I was reading that in some
parts of India there is such a scarcity
of food that many natives never know
what it is to have η fill! meal. They
do not starve to death, hut they are al-

And be abruptly ascended tbe small back stairway.
After be left Mrs. Tinibs drew aside
tbe curtaio again. "There's a new heap
of trasb there," sbe said; "looks like a
hut. Upon ray word, I believe tbat boy
bus got another sick animal!" And she
despairingly dropped Into a chair.
"Have 1 got to starve myself again?''
sbe went ou. "First it was a lame cat,
then a sick ben, then a blind rabbit
Deary me, I've got enough to bear
But
without feeding another mouth!
if I don't do it, be will, lie's as obstinate as a mule about a sick thing,
and he's a growing boy and needs bis
food, while I've got my growth. Ob,
dear, dear; I've got to do it, and I
bate animals so!" And, with tears In
her eyes, she locked tbe door, put out

the light and went upstairs.
The starving dog, up betimes tbe
next morning, had his eye at a large
crack In the box, watching for the boy
when be saw tbe yard gate of the cottage open and a woman come out.
It was very early in the morning and
few persons were stirring. Thin Hues
of smoke ascended from some of tbe

very
could have fawned on
pleasure, but a look at ber face restrained him.
"Here, brute—eat," she commanded
slipping tbe food ou the ashes. Then,
as he did eat. soberly and quietly, she

(
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the track.

At the same moment her keen whip
slashed across the leaders' tlanks. Startled. they leaped forward with a bound,

!
φ

and the others followed.
The nuin in the cage gave one swift,
alarmai glance forward when the vehicle made the turn. but. catching sight
of the driver, betrayed no more perturbation and turned his attention to hi·
charges. The people rose up In their
seats, gapintr wonderfully. Ί lie circu»

β

II

Ν tho farther ring η troupe of
agilejapanese disported themselves on ttiiMSN ladders or
balanced iu incredible attitude** at the to]ι of Ιοιικ bamh.K· pole*.
Nearer at hand CoralH· po-e.l ami p'rou
etted upon lier broad hacked palfrey
and floated high as a bespangled this-

m

men were

tledown through paper hoop·'4.
The ringmaster was making an announcement from his rostrum beside
the center pole. "Maddox, the fearless,
the premier wild beast trainer of tl

they
pursuit, shouting lustily for

world!"
Cora lie rested from her exertions. Λ
white and scarlet clown strolled at the
hide of her horse as it ambled slowly

and she had forgotten. It was barred
with stakes and ropes to keep the
crowds moving through it in single tile.
But she had dared too much to faitet
Hi: At it they went iu a thuu
now.
iter of galloping hoofs, a whirlwind of
choking dust. The near horse attempted to swerve, but she held his Lead
with a wrist like steel and lashed him

tion indicated. "What of him?" she
said uninterestedly.
"lie's the sheriff of Sangamon county. III.; that's all!"

again and again.
Crash! The barrier went down before the force of their whirling onset.
parted; stakes were hurled

uncon-

Ropes

aside.
now.

them to the gate, she sent them thun-

the bars with one hand, while with
the other he beat the snarling brutes.
It was a picture for a painter, that—
the man all tinsel and flitter In the
den of raging tigers, the plunging
horses and astride the leader the lithe,
slender tigure of a girl In rose pink
her
tights, rilling like on*· possessed,
hair loosened and tloatiug behind lier
In the breeze, her cheeks flushed, her
of the
eyes alight with excitement
wild venture.
Onward they tore, over a narrow
bridge crossing a ditch, the
to

plank

hind wheels Just grazing the
a little incline, and then a
rush around a turn almost
angles to their course. At
wire squarely on the level
with a straightaway before
the river.
Coralie
Wi-rt

of au unusual color, he had
some drawn up and examined it with
To his surprise, lie
his microscope.
found that the color was due to the
each
presence of minute animalcules,
that a single
so inconceivably small
of the water contained upward of
ters were

drop

20,000 of the little creatures. At that
rate a pint of the water would show
170,000,000, each sporting about in his
place without disturbing or crowding
liis neighbor.
Dee·

Μ

ΠιιγκΙιιγν.

tle's

The woman smiled shrewdly at him; put ou a piece of glass, kept cool and
then, taking up his old sock, already a moist and covered with a l»ell Jar. 1
mass of darns, she added another to it. believe It has l>een known to beat thirAfter a time she heard him giggling ty-six or even forty-eight hours. Twelve
"What's the matter now, or fourteen hours is a common record.
again.
Thaddy?"
—St. Nicholas.
"I'm reading about a fat king," he
snickered. "Step-ma, when I get in busiOnly Medal· For Bravery.
ness I'm going to fatten you up to 300
In the Japanese army men are not
pounds."
promoted for distinguished conduct on
"What has sent your thoughts to food the field and officers do not assume the
she asked curiously. rank of a superior officer who may be
this

evening?"

killed. By distinguishing themselves
"You seem bewitched."
"Oh, nothing," he replied, and, clos- they gain nothing but decorations. The
coving his books, he got up aud went to Order of the Oolden Kite is a most
eted honor. Every man seeks to obtalu
the window.
It
"I think I'll go to bed," he said, It not only because it carries with
the
drawing the curtain aside and looking certain monetary rewards, but for
honor which Its possession bestows 011
earnestly out."
"What Is there outside?" she usked, the wearer. No olficer attains higher
rank except by going through the necgetting ui> anti going to him.
"The moon ami the ashes," said essary course of study and passing the
calmly, "aud the usual blue examinations. Mere bravery cannot

Thaddy
haze yonder

where the men are buru- bring promotion.
iug rubbish. What a lovely smell it
She Coaldn't Help It.
If we were rich people the
makes!
"Why in the world," asked the beaucity wouldn't dare to burn old hones
Cood tiful young widow, "have you promand rags behind our mansion.
lshed to marry him If you don't love
him?"
"Oh, I Just had to. He was desper-

ate."
"Hum!

Said he'd go and shoot or
Few arc entirely free from it.
drown himself, I suppose."
It may develop so slowly as to cause
"No. He said he'd go and propose
little it any disturbance during the whole to you."—Chicago Record-Herald.
period of childhood.
F*erc*d Latitude.
It may then produce Irregularity of the
stomach and bowels, dyspepsia, catarrh,
Mies Sweet—The little boy that is
and marked tendency to consumption
with your brother is scratchbefore manifesting itself in much cutaneous playing
ing up the parlor furniture terribly!
eruption or glandular swelling.
It is best to be sure that you are quite Miss Van Fleet—I know It, but If I tell
free from it, and for its complete eradica- him to
stop he'll go home aud tell the
tion you can rely on
whole family that I'm cross, and hie

big brother

Free Tress.

Is my latest catch.—Detroil

L

1

tor
)'ιιΐι ι//·» η
this!"
"He's looking for a man named «'lark
out there for tnurji :·;«·> 1
Sawyer.
d<r." went on tit*.· clown in a malicious

··)*<»«( limn··! !

whisper.

Cora lie's μ ray eyes Mazed into a sudden fury. "Y« h hound! You are responsible fhV tiiis!" sli«* eried. and in
her passion >lic raised her whip and
slashed him squarely across his painted f:i ce.
"I'm glad of it.
viciously at her as
reach. Tin* crowd
ronriously. thinking

glanced

back.

edge; up

perilous

rl«lit
last they
at

turnpike,

them to

Τ lie

people

and
mount
And again she

streaming out of the
were Ju>l commencing

tent,
to

horses to pursue them.
called upon her team for greater speed
ami vigorously plied the whip.
.lust a minute more! Already Coraseat
lie had thrown herself back in her
to ease
an 1 was tugging at the reins
the furious rush, when crash, crash—
and the
a wheel Spun "ff its axle,
one corheavy caiie toppled down at
She put forth all tile strength
ner.
down
a
of her ar s and in half
to a
lengths had pulled her horses
behalt. Then, leaping down almost
to the
fore they stopped, she mi back
The force of the Jolt
sa--lr— eagt.
the t!v-ts directly 111 front
h;
.f its narrow door.
"CI.irk." cried Coralie breathlessly,
We must
•tiu· sheriff is after you!
over In West
Surry to a boat and get

co.vrirrcKD.]

Greenland and Iceland are taken with
the proverbial "grain of salt," but scientists have declared that the arctic
seas are yellow, ami it was Seoresby wlu tirst explained the cause of its
peculiar color. Perceiving that tin* wa-

They were in the open tleld
and. with a clear road before

derllig still faster. The heavy van behind them rocked and lurched like a
he
ship in a storm. Maddox had all
could do to stand upright, and the
tigers were tossed from one side of
the cage to the other. The man clung

men

Why Arctic Walcra Are Yellow,
Arctic explorers never tir»· of telling
how beautifully yellow the waters of
the northern sea appear. To those who
live on the seashore in temperate and
tropical countries the stories of travelers concerning the yellow waters of

some one

stop the runaways.
Cora lie never looked back, but. l>end·
Ing low in her seat, with whip and
voice madly urged >n the tiylug lead
'lhe
She gave a sudden gasp!
ers.
main entrance loomed up before her,

house.

bx

ustou

to

careless, and it's dreadful to suffer
from thirst. Water is cheap. I'll give
you all you want." And. picking up an
empty tomato can. she went to the

l*o

literally paralyzed by

(aliment. Of all the assemblage only
of
two seemed to realize the meaning
the occurrence— the clown and the slier
immediately started in
iff -and

are

big boy t » l./lng up?"
ner, by feeding the larvae upon honey
His stc;iiiu>.her smiled. "I guess I'd mixed with brandy.—London Tit-Bits.
be lonely without you, Thaildy."
The boy potiudod on the table with
Beating of Dead Heart·.
his fist. "You daisy—just you wait unHearts of cold blooded animals will
til I'm twenty-one. I'll take that yoke beat for a comparatively long time
oft' your neck pretty quick. What are after death or removal from the body
of
you laughing at?"
(if kept cold and moist) because
"Nothing much—just the notion of a powerful Internal collections of nerves
daisy with a yoke on."
known as ganglia, whose automatic imThe boy laughed, too—laughed from pulses cause the regular contractions
pure youthfulness and light hearted- of the muscles. Similar ganglia exist
ness.
in man and other warm blooded aniFinally he sobered himself. "I guess mals, but their action is less proiouged.
we can have a little fun if we are Scientists have ascertained that a turheart will beat after removal If

The beet of all medicines for all homori.

•
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is to have a full meal in this land of

a

Sarsaparitla

I

WIT

:

plenty. So much for genteel poverty.
If I'd go to tbe i>oorhouse I'd live on
the fat of the land. I'gh. you beast!
You've eaten it all, and you'll be happy
and comfortable all day, and I'll have
a rat inside me. Now, don't you act
hungry when Thaddy comes. I'll drag
away the boards against this barrel,
and he'll think you've been out foraging on the dumps. You needn't look for
him yet. He sleeps like a top. and he'll
not be ui» for two hours. And you
needn't lick your lips. I'll not give you
a drop of water. Ile can do it wheu
he comes. Still, he might forget. Boys

for young women who marry men old- ous fact is that these bees can be artithan themselves who die and leave ficially produced, according to Buch-

Hood's

:

:

The woman cave a sudden,
trollable start, and her face undt rneath
commented on his appearance.
the rouge ;· w white as a sheet of
"Well, if you're not the ugliest and
■·
careful planning ami
Had
paper.
break
Tbadwouldn't
it
If
the dirtiest!
subterfuge of ail these months gone for
(\
the
P.
S.
to
dy's heart I'd telephone
naught?
to put you out of your misery. I wish
you'd never been born!"
The dog's pricked ears gently drooped, his bushy tail lowered Itself apologetically, but he went on eating.
"Glutton!" said the woman. "That's
my breakfast and dinner—only soup
meat and bread, but still a feast for a
poor wretch who never knows what it

er

Scrofula

BY A
WOMAN'S

:

cottages where laboring men were pre- around the ring.
paring to go to their work.
"See that ni;·n in the derby hat standThe dog joyfully wagged bis tail.
ing over by the main entrance?" he
hand.
ber
in
The woman had a plate
asked in an undertone, an iitrly sneer
She and the kiud boy were in league visible on his
lips beneath the crease
to help him.
paint.
When she pulled aside tbe barrel, he
She glanced carelessly in the direcher for

It η pilars that the monarchies of
bees, well governed as they seem to he.
ways mildly hungry."
are afflicted nevertheless by organized
"I guess some white people know criminal classes—sneak thieves and
that feeling," observed Mrs. Tiiubs highway robbers. Some of these robber
Palmly.
bees go in strung bands to pillage and
Tliaddy looked at her sharply; then are able to storm and sack a hive. Aft
his face Unshed, and, abruptly closing er the slaughter they carry all the prohis book, he laid his head down on his visions home. Some colonies of bees
arm.
"Oh. Lord, it's hard to be so never work; they live entirely by robpoor!"
bery and mnrder.
•'•It is good for a man that he bear
There are also thieves who creep un
"
Mrs.
said
his
in
the yoke
youth,'
perceived into strange hives to steal
Timbs calmly.
honey. If successful they return after
"But
The bov flimg up his head.
ward with hordes of burglar bees,
Does the Bible break open the honey safes and carry
what about women?
say anything about yokes being good away the contents. But the most curi-

poor."

As tin? leaders of the team eame
abreast Coralie she sprang forward.
vaulted postilion wise to the saddle of
the wheel horse, gathered up the relue,
and-before any one could intercept her
she had turned their heads out toward

uiglil, step-ma."

d~ih~»\x

then." he snarled

he sprang out of
l.i '.glilng up
the action of the
pretty rider merely a humorous inter
lude.
"I told you I'd get even with you
both." went on the clown. "\ ·ιι w· n't
hold your head si. Ιιίμΐι when they tak.·
that convict husband of yours liaek
was

irginia!"

Ν

Madiiov «Ι:«rt« <1 ϊυΐ* lue uoor.
set up so
his approach the tigirs
iiit'iiaciii^ ;ι growl that involuntarily
In
he halted. Tin· terror engendered
tliein
them by their wild rid»· had made
Standing off. h·· beat
ιίιι

«t.

unmanageable.

seemthem cruelly, brutally, but they
blown
ed as Impervious to his heavy
stalk.
an to the taps of a mullein
now
The man and the woman could
hear plainly the sounds of pursuit.
More and more slender each moment
became their chance of escape. Λ coundrove up
tryman upon a load of hay
surveying the thrilling in-

where he belongs."
The woman made a sudden move
ment as If t<> f lip from her horse. "Ah.
you'd warn him. would yoe.V" broke in
the clown. "I'm afraid it's just a little
bit too late. Here he conus."
As he spoke the band blared forth,
the curtains parted and a cage ι-f tigers
A
was wheeled Into the central rin".
shudder and a murmur ran through the
In the wake of tin' cage
audience.
In his
walked Muddox. the trainer.
purple tights. with a suggestion of gold
here and there, he was as m leiidid as a

and stopped,

cident In startled amazement.
The sheriff and party of circus men
their
were plainly in view, ursine
horses to the uttermost.
"(îive me a match!" shrieked Cora I le
He
to th«* rustic upon the hay ladder.
stared at lier a moment, then with
slowness tinkered In his

a ballad of chivalry.
lie gave a glance and a smile across
the arena to where Cora lie stood erect
I hen, pu>hing
upon her horse's back.
aside the barred door, he sprang into
the cage, lightly striking the two tigers
nearest him with the whip he carried.
The trainer handled 11st m as a snake
charmer might his pythons, pulling
their
open their huge jaws, lifting
heavy paws upon his shoulders, posing

knight in

maddening

vest pocket, abstracting he desired ur
tide from a mass of string and tritiiuK
trinkets. Before he fairly had it out
she had sprung up on the wheel of his
hand.
wagon and snatched it out of his
As she leaped down she dragged α bun-

dle of hay from the load, quirk

as a

wink had it ablaze, then thrust the
(laming brand squarely into the face
graceful as themselves, yet never toi of tin· nearest tiger.
Daunted by this new and unexpected
a moment relaxing his watchful gaze,
never failing to bring down the whip attack. the terror stricken beasts sprang
backward, snarling and scratching,
at the least show of insubordination.
Meanwhile Cora lie was once more rolling over one another in their haste
pirouetting upon her horse, but while to get away. Maddox lost no time.
she airily leaped upon banners her The door snapped with a click, and he
mind was busy with far different ques- was safe beside the woman in the road.
She seized his hand to fly toward the
tions.
the
of
Too late! With a rush and whirl
innocent
boat.
was
husband
Her
sheriff was upon
••rime charged against 1dm; that she of flying hoofs the

knew, for he had told her so himself.
Nevertheless, circumstantial evidence
had convicted him. Now, if apprehended, nothing could save him fr. in that
dread prison, there to spend in confinement

life.

all the years of his strong,

them.
"What

running away for.
shouted as lie sprang
"I have a
from his foaming horse.
pardon for you in my pocket. The
young guilty man luis confessed."
Sawyer?"

could

he

you

Don't Bf Afrnltl of Orl»limllf
Do not be afraid of being original,
Be an independent,
•ven eccentric.

the sheriff edging
around toward the entrance to the
dressing tent. Oh. if there was only
some way to outwit IM111!
Like an Inspiration came the thought
to her that the town where they were
was on the bank of the Ohio
She

are

sec

new man, not Just one
individual in the world. Do not
be a copy of your grandfather, of your
Is
father or of your tyighlxir. That
chowing
to be
as foolish as for α violet to try
stream
lay
Across that placid
river.
like a rose or I'm* α daisy to ape a sunWest Virginia and a chance for liberty.
Nature has given each a j>eflower.
Once on the other side, no officer dare
for its
purpose.
culiar
equipment
until a
certain
lay hands upon her husband
Every man is born to do a
i>e
secured.
fresh requisition could
work in an orifAial way. If he tries
over.
was
act
the
A bell tapped, and
to copy some other man or to do some
Six horses were led In and attached other man's work he will be an al»or·
the trainer re
to the cage, In which
α misfit, α failure.
it> tion.

self

The team, well broken to
task, wheeled with military precision
of the
and started at a slow trot out
screen
ring. Just by the curtains which
ed the entrance to the dressing tent
stood the sheriff of Sangamon county.
ma I tied.

Ι

Disease takes no summer
vacation.
If you need flesh and

strength

\

Do not imitate even your heroes.
Scores uf young clergymen attempted
to make their reputations by imitating
Beecber.
They copied his voice and
conversation and imitated his gesfar
tures and habits, but they fell as
short of the great mail's {tower as the

chroiuo falls short of the masterpiece.
Where are those hundreds of imita
tors now? Not one of them has ever
made any stir In the world. Orisor
Swett Mardeii In Success Magazine.

use

Schooner of the lli-M-rt.

Scott's Emulsion
summer as

a

Send for free umple.

λ

"Johnny," said the teuclier, "what is
dromedaryV" Johnny did not know,

but ltalph did.
"A
"I know," he said proudly.
dromedary is α two masted camel."

in winter.

SCOTT Λ BOW Ν Ε, Chemist·,
New York.
409-415 Peirl stn et,
50c. aud $ 1.00; all drugguti.

*

reliant

more

I

Pride, ill nature and want of
the three great sources of ill
ners.—Swift.
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Jo· Pumti.nu:—New type, fast presses, steam
low prices
)K>wer, expérience·! workmen an<t
combine to make this department of our bual
ne·· complete and popular.
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The firm of Dunham Brothers, of
Hrattleboro. Vt., consisting of Charles
W., George I.., ami Lyndon L. Dunham—
large wholesale ami retail dealers in
boots and shoes, celebrated the twenti
*-th anniversary <>f the startins; of the
business on July first, with a reception
The Dunham Brothers
to the public.
\V<j
are natives of Paris, sons of Samuel
VW^t Paris and well known
Duuhain
Hrattleboro
At
they
in Oxford County.
have from a small beginning built up a
establishment.
and
business
very large
Their sales this year will amount to
The occasion of this
about
anniversary not only marks the completion of the enlarged retail department, comprising tw.> lars;e stores, but
also the completion and occupancy of
the six-story wholesale department llOx
»">0 feet in size.
From a modest beginning in a small
store, in which the boot anil shoe busibeen conducted for half a
ness had
century or more, the firm of Dunham
Broe. by intelligent and unswerving application to business principles and indomitable perseverance, have succeeded
in establishing a business involving the
sale of more footwear in Vew Knglatnl
than any other wholesale house, while
they are the largest jobbers of rubber
footwear in the world, requiring the attention of more than »>0 thoroughly
schooled anil experienced employes.
These successful men recall with pleasant memories the time when they sold
molasses pop corn balls in Paris, Maine,
and succeeded in marketing in Boston
five barrels of beechnuts, it beiug about
"Hie first of their business ventures. The
family of Dunhams all lived in Paris
until the boys went away to preparatory
schools and college. Lyndon and George
Dunham graduated from Colby College,
Charles from the Paris Hill Academy,
and subsequently George was submastei
of the Portland High School, where
he had charge of the classical department. Both Lyndon and Charles were
teachers, while the latter engaged in the
Hour and grain business before comiug
Brattleboro.

Little Seaport

I'KOSI'KCT Hakuok, M
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Successful Oxford Boars.
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Brooks, The Pharmacist.
I'rice Reductions.
Julv Bargains.
Smiley Shoe Store.
Hat Sale.
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Dangerous tienne In Suiiimer.
Remedy for Hay Fever.
ΛΟΟ Whip* at Cost.
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West Paris.
(lreon wood.
Bockfleld.
Bethel.
haa made I A wedding party was In town Friday
death
havoc
fearful
What
BEARS.
Carlton
that
THE
We are pleased to report
Sunday, July 9, was observed by the
in every sphere of ι iod Saturday of last week. The happy
! ind still is making
T. Cuehman, a
Universaliet society as Children's Day. < Jardner is improving.
more noted
the
persons [room was Mr. Ernest
1
ife!
ia
Among
very
old
Mrs. Bacon, an
lady,
ί ormer resident here, and the charming
The sermon in the morning was appronames oconr at this moment are: Ι
vhose
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL priate to the occasion and the ooncert in ] >oorly.
Gen. Fltzhugh Lee, 11 >rlde was Heloise Helen», the only
Mrs. Benjamin Gerrieh, who has been 3en. Low Wallace,
R. C. Boothby of
the evening by the children was of un< Sen. Maximo Gomaz, Mary Livermore 11 laughter of Judge
not
ie
some
for
health
time,
< η poor
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
I] jlvermore Falls. The couple were
usual excellence.
ι ind John Hay. As before remarked:
wish.
could
friends
her
as
Mrs. Emogene CushMr. and Mrs. J. V. Holt and little son i m proving
"Like other tyrant· death delight· to «mite," J iccompanted by
Mrs. Emma Jewett has broken up
I nan and Mrs. J. M. Pike. Mr. and
of Andover, Mass., are spending the
A nd a shining mark It ever hi· delight ;
with her
is
and
1
stopping
or
Paris Hill.
Mr.
or
îousekeeping
name,
the
sex.
atate,
No matter what
Urs. Cusbman wore married at high
vacation with Mrs. Holt's parents,
< lister, M re. Gerrish.
Hie fatal arrow bit· It all the same.
ιοοη last Tuosday, July 11, at the Bapand Mrs. J. U. Purington.
death"!
and
me
between
looks
buta
le
Waite
"There
«tep
These hot days Ο. E.
ist church in Livermore Falls by Rev.
Dana Philbrook is having the foundaChurch ReT.
nnt
after caring for Warren's
Probably every one of my age remem-1 Hr. Ives, assisted by Rev. Carl Ilerrick
tion for his new house on Mechanic ι nther tiabby
I
occurred
which
stable.
1
îers the Aroostook war,
>f Charloetown, the beautiful Episcopal
Street put in and hopes to have it ready ivory
Not long since I obtained a 11
η 183Θ.
We bave been innocently mentioning
1 lervice
for occupancy in the autumn.
being used. The church was
She
causo
the
Everett.
at
of
that
a
teacher
as
event, giving
Shaw
History
1 rtaborately and tastefully decorated and
Mr. J. M. l'hilbrook is opening a street imy
in
been
has
the
of
trouble,
work
her
settlement
that
final
mo
ind
anil i nforms
be bride wore a dainty silk gown and
Sun·lay of the month at -Λ0if. *·
I running from Main to Mason Street,
j
which proved to be rather interesting I11 :arried white bride roses. Many beauti3oston for the past year.
otherwise JIM ΙΠΜII "re IWjIWjl "ί"ΒΤ
two house lots have already been sold,
of Buckfield, reading.
I'nlvenaW·* Church.
8un<lay miiooi e»«.
Kussell
formerly
Tuttle,
1 'ui and valuable gifts wore received by
Wm. F. Kendall and Perley Andrews
Sumlay at lo is *· *·
I
There were four men drafted in Hart< ifter having lived in Auburn 40 years
he couple from their many friends, and
being the purchasers.
has returned and ford at that time, and since I became!'
his
lince
wife,
loosing
the
iion. ti—Hm riw-'-fr
the ceremony an automobile,
ifter
Mr. Clarence Fox has purchased
j
11
in
joniewhat acquainted with them all
s living with his son, C. H. Tuttle,
das at his summer home, Owl s >ee
decorated with white ribbons
Abiel Chandler estate.
lttingly
I
the
|
of
liter years, perhaps a line or two
ι ihoe dealer and jeweler.
Λ large automobile brought a part) I
ind
James Smith has purchased about live
etc., departed with the
flowers,
not
l|
prove >ride and
The M. E. church has a good looking history of oach one might
hen· tel Thursday from Poland Spring. acres of laud at the head of Chapman
amid a shower of rice,
groom
I
a
reader.
the
great wholly uninteresting to
oundation of granite, making
Mrs. Joseph F. Thompson and
:onfetti and a host of good wishes,
Street and will erect a house.
Γ
besides
in the structure,
Their names were: Nathaniel Page,
tor. Miss Olive Thompson, of 1 ortlaml
were accompanied by a party of
Rev. and Mrs. Webster Woodbury of mprovoment
relief to those adjoining as it Alonzo
Puller, Mathew Tobin and I! rhey
are guests at El m hurst.
ifteen in three more autos as far as
South Framingham, Mass., visited at ending
, .,
to
adjoining property Thome Sturtevant.
Mrs. Clayton K. Brooks of ( arnbr dge, Mr. J. U. Purlngton's during the past las been a monace
Hotel Long in Buckfleld. After a brief
Mr. Page lived in our school district
i η more ways than one.
Mass., with two children and maid ar- week.
jridal trip among relatives they will go
that
of
is
father
the
houso
was
and
Murch's
time
Horace
approaching it that
nvol »t Ctaorf· M.
;o Cambridge where they will reside.
Mauy of the farmers have commenced 1
I
have
made
was
Plumbers
mention
whom
of
outside.
large family
:ompletion
Recent arrivals at the Hubbard House haying.
Sir. Cuehman was born at North Paris
son of tome time
son
his
and
of
Colo
Mr.
when
and
ut
icon
speaking
work,
ago
Edward S. Stetson and wife, Λ»
in
The ladies of the Μ. Ε. Society have
ind resided here several years. He fitIlill are doing the mason work.
John A. Ile sold his farm in Hartford |:
at Hebron and graduated
bora, ProL < B. C. Wright, CwMn been busy cleaning, painting, ami paper- Paris
well along η 1850, then moved to Hebron where I ed for college
is
house
Gautior's
Chas.
h.
Miss
and
newFairbanks
F.
the
Mrs. C.
Ho taught school
from Colby in 1900.
ing the parsonage to receive
some years, when he moved to
lived
Mitsido.
fie
is
Miss
it
Mass.,
who
Messroon, Beverly,
)no year at Columbia Falls, two years in
pastor, Kev. Mr. Shoonover,
deaths are Lewis Record Huckfiold to live with one of his sons I
recent
The
Hutchinson
10.
WintieldS.
the
launi· Boctoa,
pulpit July
:ho Military Academy at Nyack, X. Y.,
expected will occupy
of age, and Miss uid died at the age of 75 years. Mr.
and wife. Newton. Mass., Mrs. E. L. The ladies are to be commended for the : in old soldier 78 years
ind eighteen mouths at tho Pennsyl0.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
Vunie Hall, daughter
Page was a good neighbor, religiously vania Military College at Chester. He
Stanwood, Mrs. R. S. Boyd, Miss A.
effort they have made to make a pleasI
to
lie
32
whether
belonged
years.
inclined, but
Bovdand F. A. Little, Port and M.ss ant home for their new pastor and wife, i. Hall, aged
s now sub-master ôf Harvard Grammar
G. It. Holland is reported painfully iny Christian church is not known.
at Cambridge, Mass., and is a
Mary L. Treat, New \ork, Mrs. Ε. M. who come as strangers, as their work
School
of
to
another
11.
Alonzo Fuller belonged
I.owell and Miss Marion Lowell, L«wis- has been in Koine, Italy.
most estimable, enterprising young man.
are
we
I
(JO
like
so
common
Catiline,
those great families,
years
Yes, friend John,
ton. Mr. ami Mrs. Chas. B. Bailey, Wash-1
Mr. Ε. E. Randall, our enterprising
lie was one of the popular leaders in
and like him ex- igo, married and settled in Hartford noar S
shoe dealer and repairer, is now located nartyrs,—bauished,
musical circles in her nativo
set free Hear Pond, and when diphtheria became I iociety and
but
banished
"What's
•laim.
was
callK. Mathewson, Est).,
in the store recently vacated by Edward
missed. Our
I loath." so fatal in 1802, it took two of his three I town and will be greatly
ed to New York on business remainingl King. Mr. Randall has enlarged his I rum daily contact of tilings
wishee go with thorn.
banishment being self-imposed, little children, who died about the same tiearty good
four
to
most of last week.
is
bo
aud
<>f
congratulated
I stock
goods
A party from Lawrence, Mass., intime, were both buried in one grave; I
Vrrivals at White Mountain V iew upon his improved place of business and vhile mine was by odict.
Mrs. Mary Peckover, her daughcluding
is
works
I
water
the
who
The material for
the writer being one of the two men
House: Mr. A. T. Uerrish, Mrs. < liann- promising outlook for the future.
Sadie and nelen, and Mr. Leon
ters,
I
distributed.
and
last
Queer,
to
their
resting
being
jarried tlio little ones
Mrs. Donegan, William Donegan,
Mr. Morton Burbank of New York, irriving,
are visiting at Albert E. Bicker's.
that all over the country com- place. \\ hen last heard from, which was I lieoly
Mr. \v. I), Buck.
and his sister, Mrs. Nora Marsden of i sn't it.
Mrs. Peckover is a sister to Mr. Bicker.
the
eliminate
to
was
are
nunities
Mr.
Fuller
Mrs.
ι
a
more than
tryiug
year ago,
Dr.
Merchant, Warren, K. L,
Philadelphia, are visiting their mother,
Mrs. L. C. Bates is in East Bochester,
tyndicate in tho matter of public utilities, living entirely alone on the old place and tf. II., on account of the serious illness
Feeler, I.vnn. Mass., Mr. Dulery, * e
Mrs. Ellen ISurhauk.
are
!
communities
I
)
ind
and
groaning
in
the
wife
well along
many
V rk Ν Υ·. Η· ι>· Pearson,
eighties.
Mrs. Will Garoy's mother is spending a
sf Mrs. Hannah Hates.
inder their burdens, that others should
Mathew Tobin was the second son of
four children, Waketield, Mass., Miss short time with her.
Miss Louise Dana of Wostbrook is a
of the same
burdens
to
and
the
lasten
and
family
impose
Tobin,
the
Portland.
Lydia
Ruth Buck,
Joseph
Next Wednesday evening
young
of Mr. and Miss Dana.
all
comes from incor- Lo which he
this
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B.
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l'niversalist
society
Joseph
people of the
Major A. M. Lunt of Cambridge,
all power in
as the other two just mentioned. I
he
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porating
placing
villages,
H
Hall.
X.
in
Odeon
iargo
entertainment
an
(iorliam,
give
Mass., arrived in town the middle of
for those Some
years after the Aroostook war I last week and will be the guest of Mr.
working upon a new house for J uuj,® I Mrs. Gleason and Miss Mabel, her he hands of a few. It is right
as
rich
become
vhoiu you have helped to
ended Mathew enlisted in the navy, to-1
employed
Evans, and has since
daughter, are at the sea shore for a rest ,he
Thomas E. Stearns for two weeks at
on a new house now building by Horace of two weeks.
proverbial Jew, for them to vote aether with his younger brother, Ezra ; I "The Willows." Mrs. Hattie B. Mooney
widows
of
people,
\ Mure h in Bucktield.
but before sailing be was taken down
I The W. C. 'Γ. U. met with Mrs. Ο. M. iway the substance
is at homo this summer and is considermd those of small income? It may be with the small pox and put into a hos
At a recent meeting of the board of Mason Tuesday afternoon.
improved in health. She has
is
ably
is
"whatever
I
1
of
to
in
the
was
g->
principal
obliged
pital, so his brother
Misses Mason and Boothby of Berlin,
managers of the Paris Hill
christened her pleasant house "The
ll
and
crave
wo
all
benellts
These
not
and
iind leave hint behind,
several new members were elected
\\ II., have been spending a few days right."
Willows" and is taking a few boarders.
Κr·ί1 Shaw was appointed to till the I with M iss Mason's mother.
! would be pleased to enjoy, but in a whether lie would ever sec him again or I O. D.
has sold his piko
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vacancy in the Greens Committee during
West Bethel.
the absence of .Indue Potter.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Farrar of Man- "(»li for a soda-fount spouting up boldly
every hoi lamp post against the hot sky !
chester, X. II.. are guests at (.eorge B. OhFrom
for a proud mal.len to look on mc coldly,
'
freezing mv soul with a glance of lier eye'
Ladies' Universalist Circle
oh for a drau.lit from a cup of "cold
Then
scntcd at Academy Hall on Friday evi'"
ulxen !"
Λη·Ι oh for a resting place In the cold grave!
ing Jul ν 14th. the laughable farce entitled. "Rubber Boots" to a good sired With a hath In the Styx, where the thick shadow
lies 00
audience. Following is the cast:
Aud deepen» the chill of It» dark running
wave!"

pro-1
j

iriie

;·

"S^l
I

Wh°m

SMi.

HelenCelt.

^MXweou.

I

followed by a pr..nu n.i.lo,
bj Mewn. Stem Noraeworthj

TIM tee·
music

ttU'11

)

was

h e cream was served durand V..IUISÎ.
leg the evening. The teea was, bngh
fun η ν and exceedingly active, illustra
in'' the maaniticent bravery of woman in
or a
the face of such perils as a
mouse, and her truly remarkable skill in
The
the handling of deadly weapons.
appetite of the tramp was up to concert
pitch. About thirty
ed in the dancing.
Vt the Baptist church Sunday two
candidates were baptized by the pastor.
Rev. E. O. Taylor.
and Master
B. Cole
Mrs. Joseph
Howard Cole returned Saturday from
their visit to Vermont.
Rev. E. »>. Taylor of the Baptist
church will exchange pulpits with Rev.,
j. \\\ Chesbro of South Paris next Sun-

Jramp

couplesjmrtuipat-

Journal
,Ulj.' o. Faulkuer of the Lewiston
of William h.
the guest
was
Vtwood, who also has

staff

a

position

as

re-

Your correspondent ami family are porter on the Journal, at the latter s home
staying a few weeks with relatives iu liere over Sunday.
the village «»f Prospect Harbor which
John R. Walton, a native and former
lies on the main laud east from liar Har- resident of this place, died July *1 a
bor and distant perhaps 12 or I t miles.
This village is about the size of West
Paris, running arouud the harbor iu a
semicircle and extending back from it,
containing two churches, a lighthouse,
two sardine factories, four or live stores
ami the Oouldsboro town hall, also
wood and lumber yards. It is a tidy,
well-kept village with a village improvement society, and the peoble take great
pride in their pretty village.
Several of the people are engaged iu
lobsteriug aud titdi are plenty aud cheap.
Lobsters sell here for IS cents, which is
paid at the collecting boat, which carries them to Kockland or Portland to
market. The kintls of tish taken are
cod, both rock and common, pollock,
haddock, hake, cusk, flounders ami an
occasional halibut, which sells here for
10 cents a pound. The other kinds sell
here for t or cents a pound at the boat,
and it is as nice and fresh as tish can be
Au occasional porpoise or seal sometimes Moats in here, aud two years ago
two whales came in, iu plain sight of
people on the shore.
Some farming is done here on a rather
small scale, but orcharding does not
seem to thrive so near salt water, and
fruit is scarce and consequently high it)

his h'.ine in California, lie went to that
state when a young man, and had sin. e
made onlv on·' visit to his old home. In
business he had been .piite successful
.uid ;u cumulated a handsome property.
He was .V. years of age, and had never

busiuess of the place centers
arouud the two sardine factories,
where large quantities of tish are packed
daily. The tish are small herrings
which are packed iu mustard and oil.
Only the uew factory is used for puttiug
up tish, the old one being used last winter for packing clams, and now used as
storehouse. The new factory is a
a
large, commodious building with all the
1'itest improvements aud conveniences,
where ·Ίιν> bu#!iel of tish are handeled
daily. The supply of tish seems inexhaustible, 4:i() bushels being brought
in July >'{<1, 400 bushels July 0th, and
200 bushels are expected to-day, July 0.
It is not a regular supply and cannot
wholly be depended upon.
The method of packing the tish in
cans may be of interest.
They are first
dumped on long tables, where women
and men dextrously chop oft' the heads,
then they are packed iu salt to remain a
few hours, then takeu out and spread on
Hakes and dried in a room heated with
hot air from the furnace, then spread in
large tin pans and cooked in oil. The
011 is then drained off, the tish are cooled, packed in the familiar sardine can
along with a small quantity of olive oil,
packed in wooden boxes containing 50
cans of mustards or 100 of those packed
in oil, those packed in oil being smaller,
and then they are ready for market.
This is the early part of the packiug
season, *>OUO boxes only having beeu

Hast Hebron.
rain of Suuday, July 9,
gave vegitation a new start anil is look-

price.

The

largely

packed.
The people

here are very pleasant, and
it is a genuine pleasure to meet with
them agaiu and renew old acquaintance.
Field.

90th Birthday of Stephen Kowe.

July 4 marked the nintieth mile stoue
of Stepheu Kowe's life. He is in excellent spirits, able to be out and enjoy the
At half
celebration at Bryant's Pond.
past twelve he gave a birthday dinner.
There were present at this table his
sister. Mrs. Hannah Billings, his niece,
Deborah Kowe, both of Norway; his
and
wife, his
son, Augustus Kowe
daughter. Elizabeth K. Whitman, his
grandson, Lee Kowe aud wife, all of
Bryant's Pond; and Herbert 11 illier, an
iuvited guest.
The time passed very pleasantly and
all enjoyed the good man's company.
On account of ill health Gardner Kowe
and wife of Oxford were missing front
The following poem
among the guests.
recited by the old geutleman, which he
learned at ten years of age, shows what
a good memory he still has at ni.tety
years of age.
The lines below were taken down just
He has not
as Mr. Kowe repeated it.
seeu it since he was a small boy, about
the time he learned it; be does not know
where to tind the old poem.
I .et children bear the mighty deeds
Which God iwrturmod of oM.
Whlrh In oar younger ye*η» we saw.
Ami which our father» tohl.
He bid· u* make HI· glo-lo· known,
HI· work· of power and grace,
Ami we'll convey HI· wonder·
Down through every rising race.
Our lips «hall tell It to our »on*
And they again to tbelr·;
That generations yet unborn
Shall teach tt to their heir».
Thu· «hall they learn in Qod alone
Tbelr hope securely «land·.
That they may ne'er forget Hta work·.
Bat piMiloe BU connaa.1»·

IU

m"'and

Mrs. Charles B. Bailey of
Washington. 1». C., are at the Hubbard
Mr. and MrsHouse for the summer.
Bailey have been coming to 1 arts llili
.ι number of years and have many goo»
friends here who are glad of their return.
Mi
Bailey is vice-president of the
Columbia National Bank of Washington.
Mr. Harry Bachelier was a guest at
"Old Brick" last week.
It is expected that Ex-Governor I erhaiu and family will start for Maine ou
Wednesday of this week, or as soon as
the Governor's condition will permit of
his making the trip from Washington to
Paris Hill.
Miss Alice Buck of Portland is very
sick at Rev. E. O. Taylor's.
Prof C. IL C. Wright of Cambridge,
last week aud is occupyiu" his summer home here.
Jarvis M.Thayer is building an addition to his barn at Elmhurst Farm.

Mass.,"arrived

The

heavy

ing finely.

Sir. A. P. Brown
pected to m over.

is

failing

and not

ex-

Mis : Clara Merrill is very feeble and
does not gain as was hoped.
from
Mr. Orvil Pierce,
Lewiston,
spent Sunday, July !», with his uncle,
Frank Pierce, and family.
Mr. ('. F. McKenney passed last week
in Turner with his grandson and Pearly
McKenney and mother.
Mr. Koscoe Record and friend from
New York, visited his relatives in his
>ld home last week and returned to their
home on Saturday. Koscoe was gladly
greeted by old friends aud former neighbors. He has many friends in this place.
Miss Kena 1>. Pierce and Miss Hazel
Getchel were at Lew is ton over the 4th.
They went on Saturday and returned
Wednesday, having enjoyed the celebration finely. They were in the parade
for two hours in the forenoon and attended the display of lire works in the
evening. They enjoyed the day very
much.
Fruit trees are not laden with fruit as
usual. Some orchards are doing fairly
The wind
well that have winter fruit.
has destroyed much small fruit.
Mr. Lane's daughter, Mrs. Smith from
Boston, and Ha/el Getchel of Auburn
are with Mrs. Lane for a short timo,
hoping to regain her health.
Lovell.
Mr. Geo. A. Foster of Lawrence,
Mass., whose business takes him over
the greater part of Maine, stopped over
Sunday at C. K. Chapman's to visit his
son Bertram, who is there lor the summer.

Mrs. Clinton O. Andrews and children
I.awrenco aud will
came Friday from
speud the summer at Camp Sabattus,
the summer homo of Otis Andrews.
is very sick at
Mrs. Fred Davis

present.

Fred S. Walker and his friend, Dr.
Snow, are here for a two weeks' vacation. Mr. Walker hits a good position
with the Pope Manufacturing Company
of Hartford, Conn.
A slight shock, supposed to be an
earthquake, was felt at this place Saturday morning at *> o'clock.
A heavy thunder storm occurred here
Weduesday afteruoou. The telephone
instruments were considerably injured,
requiring a day or two to put them in

repair.

North Buckfield.
Mr. C. H. Buck of f.ynchburg, Va., is
visiting his sister, Mrs. C. B. Dunham.
Hazel Warren is working for Frank
Allen of Bucktield.
Ladies' Circle met at Grange Ilall,
July 8th.
Klizabeth M. Bonney is visiting her
grandmother at West Sumner.
Mrs. M. A. Warren, who has been ill,
is slowly recovering.
Mrs. Kmeline Bisbee, who has been
visiting relatives in this place, hai gone
to her home in Hartford.
Millett and granddaughter,
Mrs.
Helen, of Norway, spent last week with
her son, J. N. Millett.
Several couple attended the picnic at
Swan Pond, July 4th, and report a good
time.

"Beware of bugs of every kln<l,
They hurt the body—dwart the mind;
They erawl around <|ulte on the sly,
Λ η·ί make us either scratch o- die.
The bed bug spoils our Deeded sleep.
And causes us to wall ami weep;
The June bug spoils tlie ioy of .tune,
And makes us sing a smlful tune;
The bug that cats potato vines.
The human Intellect declines;
But all of these bad bugs together,
Combined with wretched, dreary weather,
I>o not obtruct our caithly w y
As does the Humbuu of to-day.

Midsummer sweetness.

G. I).

Stahl.

Morrill is

haying

for A.

M.

Moses R. Chandler visited relatives in
Paris and Norway last week.
The air is fragrant with the odor of
roses and new mown hay.
W. II. Griltin is working through the
haying season for Ha/en B. Lowell.
Mrs. liertha Clifford of Boston is visiting Mr. and Mrs. L. I). Grover.
Elbert K. Briggs spent last week with
his sister, Mrs. Ella A. Wight, in South
Paris.
II. B. Lowell has been haying for
Mrs. Sarah W. Brown and Addison S.
Bean.
Nahuni M. Scribner of Albany was in
this village one day last week.
Mrs. Addie Lapham aud daughter,
Mamie, of Bethel Hill, visited L. I).
Grover and wife last Sunday.
Charles Dunham is being visited by
his daughter. Mrs. Dora Covell, and her
son. Freeman, of Boston.
The clickety-click of the mowing
machine is not as musical as the whetting and riuging of the old-fashioned

scythes.

oryanis runa.
The severe illness of Henry Cole developed into acute Bright's disease and
proved fatal Tuesday, a little after noon,
lie lived just a week from the day he
sufferer.
was taken ill and was a great
Frank M. Cole of this place and Kichard
Cole of Greenwood, were brothers of
the deceased, so that three brothers
have been called home within a few
months. They were the sons of Cyphrian
and Pattie (Tuell) Cole, who died many
years ago. There is one sou now living,
Gaveston Cole of Mechanic Falls, and
four sisters, Mrs. Caroline Mountfort of
West Poland, Mrs. Lucy Berry of South
Paris, Mrs. Loanza Mountfort and Mrs.
Angela Berry of this place. Mr. Cole
leaves a wife, Flora (Berry) Cole, and
one son besides many relatives to mourn
his loss, lie was a veteran of tho civil
war and served in the 10th and 21>th
Maine Regiments, and gave three years
of gallant service fur his country. He
was also a member of Jefferson Lodge,
F. Λ A. M., and an interested worker in
Jefferson Chapter, Ο. E. S., and will be
greatly missed by the members of both
lodges. The fuueral services were held
at the Universalist church, Rev. F. E.
Barton of Bethel, officiating.
There
were many friends ami relatives present.
and
Jefferson
Jefferson Lodge
Chapter
attended in a body.
Jefferson Lodge
hold services in the yard. There was
music by Bryant's Pond male quartette.
were
There
beautiful
tloral
many
tributes, one from each lodge aud many
from relatives and friends.
The iuterinent was at Lakeside Cemetery.
Mrs. Augusta Colo went home with
Sir, and M rs. Frank Andrews in their
new automobile 4th of July, and was a
guest at her sister's, Mrs. Isaac Andrews,
until last Saturday.
Postmaster Billings
was
in town

Thursday.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Rogers arrived
from tho West recently and are stopping at her parente, Mr. and Mrs. Gerry

Wing's.
Elijah Day,

an old resident of this
Mr.
town, passed away Wednesday.
has
been
sick
for a long time and
Day
has beeu a great care.
Hie homo was
with his son, Mr. and Mrs. James Day,
and they have given hiiu the best of
lie also leaves two daughters,
care.
Mrs. Gaveaton Cole of Mechanic Falls,
and Mrs. James Farnum of this place.
The funeral will be held Friday at the
house.
Mrs. Henrietta Tilton of Framingham,
Mass., arrived homo Tuesday night, to
attend the funeral of her relative, Mr.
Henry Cole.
Gaveston Colo of Mechanic Falls was
in town Saturday. Mr.< Cole married
Linda Day, tho daughter of Elijah Day,
and wo understand she is in very poor
health.
Mrs. Loanza Mountfort returned from
lier visits at West Poland and Mechanic
Falls Tuesday.
Mrs. Cyrus Berry of South Paris has
been in town for a few days on accouut
of her brother Henry's sickness. Cyrus
Berry was here at the funeral.
Gormand Λ· Ford's Dramatic Co. arc
giving tino entertainment but are having
small houses, which seems a pity, as tho
eutei Uinments are first class and worth
the admission.
We made a mistake of two years in
uncle Stephen Rowo's age, he being 00
years old on the 4th of J uly instead of
1)2 as stated by us recently.
Alie Day has improved in health so
as to be able to work on ihe quarry.
Bert Young of Auburn is in town this
week.

Brownfleld.
The Fourth was rather a quiet day,
The horribles
with a few exceptions.
were out in the forenoon, the youngsters fired the usual number of fire
crackors and there were games on the
common.

The weather ie something out of the
ordiuory, so hot it is hardly endurable.
A heavy thunder storm here Wedneeday afternoon. A number of trees were

struck by lightning.

itruggle for existence some prefer to not. Hut in due time Mathew recover-1
practice strict economy (where compell- I'd so as to come home bv deserting, an I
ed to) rather than go beyond their object of curiosity, having lost all his
neans,

;reed.

and

pay

tributo

to corporate

Silas MeKenney of Boston is making
tis yearly sojourn with II. I). Irish.
Stephen Doten, formerly of Hartford,
his son, Emery, in
low living with
Portland, was in town Thursday.
We have had good potatoes since July
), also peas and cukes a little later.
We learu that "Aunt" Ilattie Damon
is sick at the home of her niece, Mrs.
L'hae. W. Chick, at Norway.
Mrs. Thomas S. Bridgham passed
iway July 14th, at OS, after four months
i»f severe suffering. She leaves a liusi>and, TomasS. Bridgham, Esq., one son,
Harry, engaged in railroading in the
West, and a daughter, Mrs. Henry

N'ulty.

A gay and festive wedding party from
Livermore Falls dined at Hotel Long
recently, comprised of Mr. and Mrs. E.
F. Cusiiman, chief actors, with tifteen
atteudants all
by automobile in
four carriages.

coming

Hebron.

Sunday afternoon, Kev. Thomas
Bruce, principal of Shiloh Institute,
North Carolina, spoko in behalf of the
school, soliciting funds for a now buildOn

ing.

Mrs. J. C.

Donhara

are

Donham and Miss Hazel
at Home for the summer

hair and looked as John D. Rockefeller
does to-day minus his wig. It was reported that Uncle Sam offered a roward
^ 1000 for Tobin's capture, and lie soon
disappeared from town, but of his subsequent history the writer knows

nothing.

I

I
I
;

Orlfftn of the Lucifer Match.
The lato Sir Iennc Ilolden'e Inventions In connection with the wool combing Industry have almost obscured
fro::, the public's remembrance the fact
lli.it lie was also the originator of the
Inciter match. This happened while
filling the position of lecturer ou cheni-

the Castle Street academy,
He used to rise at 4 in the
morning in order to pursue his studies
and found the^ohl fashioned Hint and
steel extremely Inconvenient. So one
»lay he made a paste of phosphorus and
other substances, stuck It on the end of
a sliver of wood and found it would
ls! ry

at

Heading.

ignite on being rubbed against any
rough substance. Ilolden himself did
not realize the importance of his discovery. Not so, however, a pupil of his
to wh un he showed It. This youngster,
who chanced to be the son of a London
manufacturing chemist, at once wrote
to his father about It, and shortly after
Inciter matches were Issued to the
world.—London Mail.
(Ineor Tlilnir Λ limit Ηοηκ<*.
The chief of the bureau of chemistry
of the department of agriculture, according to the Salt Lake Tribune, was
asked by a reporter why he did not investigate rouge. "Rouge," the reporter

said, "may be very harmful, very poisonous, sir. Don't you think that It reThe chemist
quires investigationV"
smiled. ·\Νο," he answered; "I can't
say 1 do. If rouge were poisonous, unnumbered women would have died of
it long ago. By the way, I'll tell you a
It Is somequeer thing about rouge.
thing that I came upon one day in a
pharmacy, and I think it illustrates an
odd phase of human nature. A young
girl was buying a pot of rouge, and I
heard her murmur to the clerk, 'You
guarantee that this will not rub off'/'
Ί do,' the clerk answered. 'Thisi, like
all our rouges, is warranted t > stand
the hardest kiss of investigation that
any of your women friends will try

impie-1

fail-1

a|

I

a

hliall come out some $'J0 ahead."—Har-

per's Weekly.
Tlie I

m port η η re

of A«1 νοι-ΗχΙηκ.

Time was when advertising was regarded as "blowing one's own horn,"
and there have been in It at times
fakes and frauds, just as there have
All
been in other lines of business.
that lias changed very perceptibly in
the pa t three or lour decades. Business men have realized that the world
Is t*11 large to ask the people iu it to
hunt around and find out for themselves what the manufactmvr make

Λ Hemnrkiilile 8cmt>li<i<ik.
One of the most carefully guarded
possessions of the I'lilted States treasury is a scrapbook that Is always kept
shut up iu α massive burglar proof safe
iu the bureau of engraving and printing. Scarce any one lias ever seen It

I

I

I
I

I

Saturday!
I

1 it the Colby home.
Elmer Rowe and family «pent Sunday ! Itomaeh and Liver Tablets and a quick
Whooping cough ie raging in this
For sale by Sburtleff A
< lure is certain.
An old folk·' concert by the C. E. irith his sister, Mrs. Leroy Boynton.
town.
W. R. 0. and O. A. R. met last Satur- 4 Jo., South Pari·; Noyes Drag Store, Nor·
ioolety is being talked of In the near
S. L. Frlnk of Portland made « flying
'i raj; Jones Drag 8torn, Oxford.
1 atore.
< lay.
riait at hla old hom·.

LACE CURTAINS
For 49c. to $2.00 a pair in Nottingham
and $2.50 to $4.75 a pair in the new
Arabian color and style.

Also Tapestry table and couch
Call and
Covers and Draperies.
see them.
Squaro,
MAINE.

Marltot

GO

PARIS,

SOUTH

RUBBER BLANKETS AND
CARRIAGE BOOTS.
I

am

selling

handiest things you

can

have in your

:o go over the dasher for

6 feet for $i.oo.

by

rubber blanket J

a

I

carriage.

It is

make

of the

one

carriage boot

a

$i.^o.

JAMES N. FAVOR, harness" store,UCKER

Norway, Malno.

OX Main St.f

Harvesting Machinery.

Deering and Walter A. Wood.
New York Champion Rakes.

We have

stantly

on

a

large stock of the above goods and

lull line of

a

repairs

con

YOU Ml V.
HE SURE AND SEE THEM BEFORE

hand.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
Soutli Paris, Maino.

and what the merchant has t » >«*11. The
possible consumer must be found and
told about what is for sale and why
he should buy it. That is all there is
to advertising. Indianapolis Star.

vacation.
A.J. Tumor is in Norway for several
weeks, where ho finds plenty of work
waiting for him.
Miss Ilattie Murch is visiting her sister,
save liiph officials of the department.
Mrs. Mary Boarco.
Its shabby outside gives no suggestion
Mrs. Nellie Warren and little graudthe precious contents, yet pasted on
of
Sparks
son of Boston are at W. A. Bartlett's.
the yellow pages are "proofs" taken
at Mrs. Sylvanue Marston's.
Tripp Pond in Poland.
Miss Helen Butterliold and sistor,
A few from this place attended the
from ail the Important counterfeit
East Sumner.
Florence, are at II. T. Glover's.
circus at Lowiston.
for paper money that have ever
plates
Sturtevant Home is being painted and a
in
Yonr reporter has so far improved
Mrs. Ruth Crockett has visitod her
been captured by the government.
drain is being laid from Barrows Lodge,
short
few
a
I
trips
sister, Mrs. Wm, Glover of Livermore health as to make
connecting with the main sewer.
j
Falls.
away from home. Recently, ho, accomTlx· K:iny .loli Youth.
Some building are going up on the
to
Brunswick
went
at
his
wife,
Mr. Sylvester Bisbeo is staying
panied by
sanatorium grouude, but we aro not
Whenever I see a youth looking for
for a modical examination at the office
John Ilcald's for a short time.
to
report.
There can
posted onough
Little Ilattio Morrill is spending her of Dr. Ε. II. Andrews, returning he "a soft snap" I pity him.
The Misses Serhner of New York aro
vacation with her grandpareuts, Mr. and spent two days atfcabattus at Cyrus B. be no doubt where he will end if he
at Prof. Sargent's for the summer.
Mrs. Hiram Howe.
Heald's, also* made a tour over the lines does not change his tactics. If he does
Mrs. Samuel Morse and son of the L. B. & 15. trolloy line, took in not brace up, take stock of himself and
Wilson's mnis.
tho Itingling circus parade, visited Lake
are visiting Mrs. Morse's cousin, Η Ε
!
put vim and purpose and energy into
Geo. Nason is having the pleasure of
(Jrove and its new hotel and other places
Pulsifor.
his life he will surely Join the great
entertaining at his hume his grandAunt Ruthio Young is visiting her of interest, and after four days arrived
of the "might have beens."—Sucmother. Mrs. Files, his aunt, Miss Files,
army
at homo tired, yet hopeful and confident
son, Frank Yoong.
and his sister, Miss Wilma Nason, of
Clemeutia Abbott is staying with of regaining his health partially at least. cess.
Mrs.
White Rock, Gorhain, Me.
The many friends of Dr. and Mrs. Anhor sister, Mrs. Ilirant Howe, for a
The 4tli was celebrated by the juveΓΙι lliiilvl |>li iii'n lliipld (aiilt.
drews of Brunswick will bo pleased to
while.
and
with
niles iu good shape
games
"These," said the epicure to the
learn that Mrs. Andrews is improving
Mrs. Cynthia Bisbee spent
won
race
Potato
Klwyn
races.
by
1
and Sunday of last week with hot- from the effects of her recent accident bright I*liiln<1ol|>lii:i girl. "are snail··.
Storey; sack race, Alfred Ilart ; ladies' brother and sister at Barrett.
and is ablo to sco some of her friends. suppose Philadelphia |η·ι»|»Ιι» don't cut
of·
An
out
Bennett.
Miss
Pearl
race,
Capt. G. M. Small, wifo and daughter, Still she is quite feoblo and her condition tlit'tn l'or fear i»f cannibalism."
doors dance in the afternoon, a dance
Mrs. Roberton, havo gono to Peaks awakens some anxiety.
"Oh. no," \v:is (In· answer; "It Isn't
and supper in tho evening at the AzisS. C. Heald is fast improving and bids
for two weeks.
(lint. Wo couldn't «·ηΙ«·1ι them."- Wash
The ball game was given Island
coos House.
fair to fully recover.
heat.
iuglou Star.
up on accouut of tho extreme
Other sick ouos are gaining slowly.
Oxford.
The musicians were from Gorham.
Two accidents for the day, both caused
The Kor vices at the Congregational tat
Mum«>(lilnir Clot Λ<vr
Maine News Notes.
by deer frightening horses. In tho church Sunday were very interesting.
"You sa.v the* chicken soup isn't good
Wilson
were
morning Κ. B. and O. A.
Nov. Mr. Newport spoke on the occasion
Why, I told the cook how to make It.
thrown from their wagon cutting and of the death of Secretary Ilay, taking for
Yes, it îm suminerisli, but it is the kind Perhaps she didn't catch the idea."
afterIn
tho
somewhat.
them
lita text, "A Great Man has Fallen," 2d of huturner weather Maine wants.
bruising
"No. I think it was the chicken she
Geo. Nason,
noon a more serious one.
Samuel, 3-38. The music waR very lino,
The hot weather is great for Maino's didn't catch."
wife and sister on their way home were the closing hymn being one of those
for the crop of
thrown out, tho horse cleared itself composed by Mr. Ilay. Tho hymn writ- crops, and especially
iiIn ki«nr.
from tho wagon and Mrs. Nason was ten by Mr. Ilay for tho Christian En- tourists.
Biddeford will colebrato its 50th anniseverely injured.
deavor convention was also read.
Ilojaek—Why are you consulting tin
Mrs. Flossie Adams has been ill. A
Rev. Mr. Chapman and family arc now versary as a city with a merchants' car- dictionary? I thought you knew how to
tho M. E. parsonage, tho re- nival, Septomber 13, 14 and Ιδ.
physician was called.
occupying
spell. Tonidlk I do. I am not looking
Hugh Coyle from Colobrook is in town pairs being completed.
Thomas
General
for information, luit for corroboration.
a
Maine
was
It
man,
to do some stone work.
Hoscoo Staples of Welchvillo has sold
II. Hubbard of New York, who gave
Λ Time for .Ml Tliiiiux.
his place to Mr. Ellingwood and has
the linal $10,000 needed to lit out the
East Bethel.
It is a maxim universally agreed
bought tho Bemis place of George Peary expedition.
Many have begun haying this weok. Wilder.
upon that nothing must Ι·ο done to.)
ThoodoreStone McLollan, Brunswick's late and, again, that everything mus!
Mrs. Callie Linnoll Jordan and friend
C. M. Kimball has sweet corn in
the
Mrs.
at
died
of Walthain, Mass., and hor sister,
oldest citizen, who
Sunday
spindle.
be done at Its proper season, while
/. W. ltartlett is having his buildings Wormwood, visited at A. L. Ilolden's, age of 93, had been a Mason (il years
there is a third precept which remind-»
oldest
was
Maine's
and
printor.
Wednesday.
repainted.
us that opportunities lost can never be
82
was
Record
from
Mrs.
Christina
I).
Waltham,
years
Clarence
Ilowe,
Λ Mapleton correspondent, speaking
the Kldcr.
Mass., is spending his vacation at hie old Monday. She spent tho day with of wedding bells in that town, remarks regained.—I'liny
in
comand
Mrs.
Nathaniel
K.
Mr.
G.
Fishor,
hay.
helping
Hastings,
uncle's,
the joy of married life comes
"after
that
Mrs. Kli Swan and daughter from pany with Mrs. Rebekah McAlister, who
K\|M'«'t«Ml ΟΙ lier».
the more enduring jawey part."
South Paris have been guosts at J. II. is 70 years old.
Cheerful Widow—Why so dismal?
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davies have reSwan's tho past week.
George Smith, 35 years old and un- Future Husband I am afraid our wedMrs. J. W. Hcan is entertaining her turned to Auburu.
married, was literally torn to pieces in a ding trip will take all the cash 1 have
to
Paris
North
Alton Verrill has gone
sister and family from Virginia.
saw mill at Lincoln Friday, by being
saved up. Cheerful Widow What of
Mrs. I). K. Hastings and Mr. Hugh for a fow weeks.
drawn into the gear while putting on a
it? A wedding trip only happens once
K.
the
visited
atG.
Frost
attended
Mrs. N. G.
gradu- large belt.
Hastings from Fryeburg,
in two or three years.
ation of her nephew, Clarenco Flood, at
Hastings' last Thursday.
Shiloh gets a black eye in the decision
Miss Agnes Howe and friend from Watervillo.
of
our highest court that it is not a tit
Mis» Eva Frost has returned from
Waltham, Mass., are visiting relatives
Anger ventilated often hurries tofor the rearing of children. That
here.
Lynn, Mass., where she went to attend place
forgiveness; nnsrer concealed
is what the décision in the celebrated ward
tho graduation of lier brother's daughHuhver.
often hardens iut reveng··
case really means.
Dulap
ter.
Locke's Mills.
Mabol Lombard had a tumor removed
revenue cutter Woodbury had the
The
Mrs. F. A. E. Luce and Miss Ν. M.
++4-^fr+++4'+++++++++++++++i'
from her side by I)rs. Barker and Brad- distinction of tiring the first salute which
Emory of Auburn came up on the Sun- bury.
Cobb's
honor
in
Gov.
been
has
given
day excursion, July Dtb, and called on
The
Mrs. Lizzie Martin of Portland is as- since he took the oath of oflice.
their sister, Mrs. W. II. Farnham. Mrs.
in taking caro of Mrs. Frank salute took place during the Weymouth
sisting
Luce's daughter, Mrs. K. A. Sturgie of
:
sick.
Martin, who has been very
celebration, last week.
Cambridge, Mass., has spent the past
her
aunt's
with
throe weoks
family.
A peculiar suit at law has recently been
Mrs. Charles Farr of Portland came up
Norway Lake.
instituted in Virginia. It is brought by
her
with
weeks
visit
a
few
for
Sunday
Ethel Kilgore has gone to Denmark to
the state of Virginia against the estate
ilaughter, Mrs. Will C. Cross. Mr. Fan- visit her stater, Mrs. Bernard I'otter.
of Samuel McC'ue, who was hanged for
also came but returned the same day.
Mr. and Mrs. Stoten of Lowell, Mass.,
We have secured ten of
murder, co recover the expense of conMrs. Henry Douglass of Bethel spent are
D.
at
A.
Kilgorc's.
visiting
victing him, amounting to $3,007.42. Of
stories purbest
several days the first of the month with
the
F. V. and W. R. Flood were in Low- course the
ground of the action is the
Iter mother, Mrs. Annie Kmery.
taton Tuesday.
is
not
the most
In
tho
that
community
chasable,
theory
octo
Mr. and Mrs. David Foster are
Mrs. Geo. Adams of Harrison visited at
nbliged to protect itself at its own exof the
vein
cupy Addison Bryant's rent.
Tucker's recently.
captivating
Benj.
exit
tho
to
do
at
pense, but is entitled
Mr. aud Mrs. Harry Swift are with his
Grace Kilgore is at work for Mrs.
if
such
a
and
will
criminal.
of
tho
authors,
Surely
publish
pense
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Swift, for Page at the Old Ladies' Home.
principle is allowed forco, tho other
a vacation.
them from time to time.
is
not
individual
tho
that
should
bo,
Bert Goodwin has moved into Mrs.
Peru.
obliged to defend himself against prose- i '» Among the number are
Helen Powors' rent.
his own expense, and every
Ernest Mason has gone to Bothel to
Born on the 20th of June to tho wife cution at
« >
man who is acquitted on a criminal
nrork through haying and his wife and of I). II. Conant a son, Charles Edwin.
bo entitled to recover
should
:harge
warm
W.
Borne
C.
Cole.
with
hor
:hild are
father,
We are having
very
from the state whatever ho has expended
::
\fter haying they are to move into the weather and crops are looking well.
own defence—perhaps evon with
house recently purchased of Emery Cole The hay crop will be up to the average. for his
addod.
'exemplary damages"
We have commenced haying but it is
jy Llewellyn Bryant.
W. IL and P. W. Farnham are doing poor hay weather.
STOMACH ANI)
CHAMBERLAIN'S
L C. Trask's haying.
A crew of men are at work for the
Louis
Vancc
LIVER TABLETS BETTER THAN
New England Telephone Co. extending
the line in Dixfleid and Peru. They
A DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION.
Denmark.
AND
»re boarding at Bartlett and Kiddet'e.
Mr. J. W. Turner of Truhart, Va.,
Dr. Shaw has been in Portland for a
ew days past.
lays that Chamberlain's Stomach and
East Brownfleld.
Liver Tablets have done him more good
A heavy thunder shower passed over
jere Wednesday afternoon, the lightning
Mise Marion Johnson is spending her ;han anything he could got from the
toctor. If any physician in this counvas intense ana struck in many places:
vacation in Boston.
klr. Geo. W. Moulton's liouse and barn,
The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Julia 1 ry was able to compound a medicine
;bat would produce such gratifying reileo at Stephen Ames* place and Mr. Dean last Friday afternoon.
Perde W. Hart
1 Jbas. Poor's. No damage to any amount
Mr. Samuel Warren and wife have mits in cases of stomach troubles,
vas done.
>een entertaining visitors including sis- 1 >iliousness or constipation, his whole
Mr. Robinson and family of Worcester, are of Mr. Warren's and a nephew and I ime would bo used in preparing this one
Make up your mind for a
] kfass., are at their cottage here.
liece of Massachusetts. Mr. and Mrs. ι nodicine. For sale by ShurtlefT & Co.,
rare
Oxford
with
Mra.
I
Jones
met
their
iouth
Ladies'
Circle
Store,
;
The
Warren have also been visiting
Paris;
Drug
1 ■'rank Wilson Wednesday afternoon and :hildren.
foyea Drug Store, Norway.
The stories are
in
with
Rounds
is
* ivening.
Percival
Conway
to their
and
we have the
take
Chamberlain's
are
headache
Portland
of
eick
and
For
Mr. Griffin
1 lit slater.
family

®pd

ARE SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

Ι,ιιίιι.

I'rollt mwl

Ilere is a story illustrative of the
tribulations of an editor of a paper in
the west in the old days. Away back
In the early eighties of the last ceniury

notice appeared in a journal published at Ikxlg.· City which ran as follows:
Ellingwood
"Ιιι view of the fact that we cannot
pole business to his brothor, Samuel pay the road tax of $10 assessed
Ellingwood, who has also bought of Ed against us this year we have been senJackson a shop just beyond Boscoe
tenced to a certain period of confineTuelPa and will move tho business into
of this
it. He will finish off the upper part of ment by the judicial authorities
be no
tho shop for a tent and move his family state; consequently there will
issue of I his p;o>cr for the next three
there.
Mrs. Lucinda Small's niece, Alice weeks. But, as fhe state will of course
True, of Waltham, Mass., is visiting have to board us, we figure that we

1ι0Γ·
,,
Thomas H. Sturtevant was the oldest
Tho Methodist Aid Society was held
of the two sons of Allen and Betsey
afterNelson
K.
I).
Tuesday
with Mrs.
Cole Sturtevant, and like Thomas Edinoon of last week.
They entertained
son was born a natural genius; but unroll babies,
cradle
School
their
Sunday
like the latter ho had no energy to push I
and served refreshments of ice cream
himself along. He taught school awhile
and cake to the mothers.
but soon gave it up and tried his hand
Miss Pearl Davis has returned to her
different kinds of
at making
home in Ashland, Mass.
ments. One was a surveyor's compass, I
Mr. and Mrs. Luther M. Irish have
with which he would run lines and find
moved from Mrs. Cushman's house on
the true corners, where others had
Pioneer Street to the rent in Mr. Uatos'
od in tho attempt. He also made
house next to Henry M. Tuell's.
I
and
the
moon
clock containing
showing
Mrs. Emma W. Mann is visiting in
all her phases presisely like tho natural
Norway for a few days.
market.
on
tho
it
never
but
put
moon;
Mr. Emerson Curtis fell 12 feet from
Last of all ho tried farming on a small I
a staging a few days ago while working
in
middle
his
health
failed
but
up
scale,
Although
on tho new Bates house.
lifo and ho died in poverty.
badly shaken up there did not seem to
bo anything of serious nature as he is
West Sumner.
about again.
Mr. and Mrs. George Packard spent
Quite a number from this vicinity atJuly 4th at Berry's Mills, Carthage, tended tho circus in Lewiston last Tuesgoing from there to Weld to visit Mr. day.
Mrs. C. F. Barden and children also
F. K. McLaughlin and wife for a few
days and stopping on their return at went to Danville and remained two or
three days.
Dix field to visit Mr. Packard's sisters.
Miss Lillian Bobcrson of Springfield,
II. Β. T. Chandler is working at
Livermore Falls for a short timo.
Mass., is visiting hor aunt, Mrs. E. D.
Mr. Alton Bisbco and wife of Massa- Stilwell.
Mrs. Emma Warren of Portland has
are
chusetts
visiting his brother
for two weeks been a guest at the home
Winslow Bisbee, of this place.
Amy Young is working for Mrs. II. of her cousin, Mr. David Emmons.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Howard Lane have
T. Ileath.
of Bath is visiting been having an outing of a few days at
Miss Sadie

Bolster & Co.

Dayton
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enjoyment.

exclusive
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For Summer Wear.

Cool, unlined

|

coats and trousers make an ideal suit

days.

for the hot

The trousers have

loops

for helt

These suits

come

in

and turn up at bottom.

loosely

of seasonable fabrics, cool,

Prices

other thin clothes.

either, $5

to

the suit up to

$^.50 and $3.50.

FOSTER,

B.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

STORES.

BLUE

Clothing;.

Vacation
July

August

and

a

Nearly

is useless for

erly
we

a

us

play

every one does,
vacation during some

part of these months.

e||It

the

become

have

months of the nat'on.
and all ought to take

enjoy

out

Γη-

White duck trousers $t.

$3.

lined blue serge coats

H.

expensive,

wash ve>ts to finish

Fancy

$10.

worsteds and

not

are

lot

a

home-

twisted

tropical weight

spuns and ll mnels,

to reallv
should hi- prop-

you tli.it

to tell

vacation to its fullest

one

We do want you to know that
complete stocks of Clothing and Fur-

clothed.

have

nishing needs

for Man

or

Hoy.

lllne

Jlen'w Regular Mnil« in
Serge» .iiid Taney JliifnreN,

Iο I*

§7.«SO

Two Piece Onling

Sniff,

$.1

Nrgiigee

Furnishings

lo 10

$*1

Onling Tronwer*,

1»

Shirts and Other Smart Summer
to add to your comfort ami coohu-ss.

STRAW HATS in large variety, 35 cents to $3.
CRASH and DUCK HATS, 35 and 50 cents.
BELTS, HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR, NECKWEAR

AM»

FANCY VESTS.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

SOUTH

Ladies'
We have

a

NORWAY.

ΡΔΠ.Ι».

Specialty

=

=

Store.

few lots of C'liildreil'N DrertM'* which
will close for the

One Lot Print Dresses 19c.

One Lot Cambric and
cale Dresses

we

following prices.

One Lot Cambric Dresses 39c.

Gingham

Dresses

98c.

One Lot Per-

$1.35.

For Saturday, July 22nd, ONLY.
WASH SKIRTS

9Sc.

$3 98

L.

copyrighted 1 felephone 18-4

right

use.

jj

Outing Suits

CASTORIA

SKIRTS FOR

$3.9S.

ONE LOT WAISTS 39c.

LiUNT,

M.

136 Main

for Infants and Children.

Til KM Yw Hmi Ainu Bought
(

Bears the

St., Norway

Ernest Ν. Swett and sister, Sara,
in Bethel.

Democrat !
Ihc Wïfovd

soTthparis.

visiting

The batters are up for Dr. Littlefield'i
house on Pine Street.

new

✓

Miss Abbie Chase of Searsport, Maine
is the guest of Mrs. F. A. Taylor.
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Miss Ethel

Houghton

is employed as
stenographer in the insurance office of
W. J. Wheeler Λ- Co.

con

I'astor
i raj er me*Un^ Λ> Α. m.
v.. Sabbath Scboo
»" *
I·'!..' Mwctoic β 13 p. J(.
Î
i'C'H· " p m.; prayer meet
Mi. ··'·»"« meeting, KrMaj

1

Mr. and Mrs. II. A. Hilton were called
Bingham last week by the death oi
Mr. Hilton's father.
co

meeting on Τικ*!*'

wwiMyJwW.
Kev II V-Cllffonl.

ν

Mrs. George R. Morton is being visited by Mrs. Julia H. Yaughau of Minne-

«rvla'i, I. 45 a. m an. 1
vi 1J M ; Y. P. 3. C. Κ

·»..

m

is visiting hei
at North Paris.

Wednesday.

CHIKCHE».
:..i' cin.rvb. Rev. A. K. Raid

fu

Farnum

Miss Belle Scribner of Gilead, formerly of this place, visited friends here
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father, Charles \V. Chase,
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Mrs. G.
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Μ..4.» KM.. 10:15|
sun. lav oul\
:·»>- tnciule*!).
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SOITH

LKAVK

TKi!>S

an

Shermau
Ordway and little
•laughter. Hester, are at their cuinp at
Poland caiuping ground for a few days'
Mrs.

outing.

Installation of officers of Hamlin
Lodge. K. of P., next Friday eveniug.
All officers are particularly requested to
be present.
All members of the Grand Army of
the Republic are cordially invited to
unite with Wm. K. Kimball
Circle,
ladies of the G. A. R.
Mr. and Mrs. George Richards have
closed their house here and goue to Oxford to spend a few weeks with their
daughter. Mrs. Arthur Cummings.
The monthly food sale by the ladies of
the Congregational Circle will be given
at Bowker's Block, on Saturday afternoon, July 22d, from three to six o'clock.

NOBWAY.

Base Ball.
Ladies of the Q. A. R.
Wm. K. Kimball Relief Corps of South
Paris bas passed out of existence and in
OXFORD 7; SOUTH PARIS 0.
its place has come Wm. K. Kimball
the size of the score it would seem
By
3#™η·Ι
R.
t'onKW^e"'
Circle, No. 10, Ladies of the 6. A.
that Paris was badly outclassed by Ox! This new circle was instituted Thurs- ford
is
not
such
but
afternoon,
Saturday
"
N.
Mrs.
Clara
Sawyer, the fact. The teams are well matched
day, July 13, by
fJ1- r'îl
pûjer
president of the state department Ladies and were they to play again it would be
of the G. A. R., assisted by Mrs. Mary
hard to pick the winner. Oxford was
Gifford, department inspector; Mrs. L. fortunate in having its best batters come
°w
E. Babb, president of Burnside Circle, to the bat when hits were needed while
No. 1, of Auburn, and Mrs. Etta G. Nye, Paris Hied out to Oxford's outfield sever- tD&eti»odl« Cliurch. Hev. OAgjjjjjjly, School.
Pi»achin6»rvM.i»® a.
assistant guide of Burnside Circle.
al times when hits would have meant BOO M.:
p
?'
Sfc^'^-TÎ?!"1«. SûtSi.
Forty-one ladies joined the new organ- runs for them. Although Oxford made
;c»·· ■»"· ■»
s"·""'
ization, nearly all of them having heen 8 hits to Paris 5, Paris gave the Oxford
members of Wm. K. Kimball Relief outfieldS chances while
they had only
Corps. Thirteen comrades of the G. A. one, showing that they hit the ball liard
r'
R. were also received into membership,
throughout the game. Cole and Adams
they having this honorary privilege, again did th^pitching and both did well, M., Wednesday evening,. 8».

n^Mril^'suDti·!

SW.'^eS^fii
W«SÎ-iS&
·®
*Β»δ£&ΑΛ
'A
W'-sSÎ'IS^rïf»^·4A
KSS'SfiîSTT&K Λ«*

right to speak on all questions Cole having
pertaining to the welfare of the order, while Adams
with the

8 strikeouts to his credit
struck out only 6, an unusually small number for him.
In the first inning Cole reached first
on an error, Fifield singled putting Cole
on third anil he took second, Wheeler
flied out to Nelson and Cole trying to
score on the play was thrown out at
the plate. Siiaw struck out. For Oxford. Pike received a base on balls, Foss
fiied out to Fletcher, DeWolfe was safe
at first on an error, Pike reaching third
Wilson then
and DeWolfe
second.
struck out and Adams went out Cole to
Wheeler. Γη the second, Berry the first
mau up singled and went to second on
an error but was caught between second
base and third, while the next two batters went out. Oxford went out in
order. In the third Fletcher reached
first on an error by Stone, Pike got to
first on an error by Adams, Cole nit to
Stone and Fletcher was thrown out at
third, Fifield hit to Stone and Pike was
out at third, Wheeler fiied out to Davis.
Oxford again went out in order. In the
fourth, Shaw struck out, Berry singled
but was doubled up with Parlin. tor
Oxford, DeWolfe was safe on first on ;
Wheeler's error, Wilson struck out,

but they cannot vote or hold office.
In this way the G. A. R. and the ladieR
of the G. A. R. are more closely affiliated
than was possible under the old order or
under the National Relief Corps.
Maine was the only state that had a
state relief corps, therefore there never
was a national organization, and at the
national encampment, members of the
Maine State Relief Corps, were out in
the cold, almost entirely without recognition in the national encampment, and
yearly growing less and less in influence,
owing to the gradual dropping out of
members through death, or uniting with
the National Relief Corps, and it is only
a question of time wheu the Maine State
Relief Corps will be crowded to the
wall and crushed or starved to death.
The I,adies of the G. A. R. have a
national organization, and being more
closely affiiliated with the G. A. R. than
the National Relief Corps, and devoted
especially to the welfare of the G. A. R.,
it is the proper organization for the
wives, daughters, sisters, mothers, army
nurses and their kin, to become members of, if they desire to be in close touch
with all the interests of the G. A. R.,
and not have to divide their time and
interest with some other cause which
may be worthv but not connected with
the G. A. R.
The officers of this new Circle, Ladies
of the G. A. R., are:

'•^•Sîa-ÏAVSSÎSSSS·
SSeWSM&Sr-»
βΤΑΤΚϋ MEKTIS08.

«rww'iîssi'sf's
chapter,

γ. » a. m.
No. IS, In Masonic HalL Friday

h

bef jre full moon.
No. 29. aefemblee
before full

Evening,
u. A S. M.,
wwneea^l,
ïnoo°Vti.?funœoon. Oxford Lodge.
on or

"ÎSXs-"?®
Ι'Λ SS?·î»«k"SK
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Odd Fellow»
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TREATMENTS,
OTHKR
PERFECT
WITH

AFTER TRYING
II YOU EI WAS

USED

Before the discovery of Hyomei tbe

·"

il

»

cheap at 49 and 55c., now 37c. each.
discomforts.
Patterns that were 98c., now 75c. each.
Western
Waist
known
2
Embroidered
well
a
J.
P.
Mother Gray'· Appeal
Forbes,
44
44
"
"
"
Mother Gray, * nurse Id New York, discovered railroad man, whose home is at McCook, 6
now SSc. each.
an aromatic pleasant herb drink for women'· Ills,
Nebraska, writes "I have never bad any
44
44
44
44
44
now
called AV8TBA LIAX-LKAF. It U the only
99c. each.
for hay fever, 3
certain monthly regulator. Cures female weak- relief from any remedy
tbe
now
nesses and Backache, Ktdney, Bladder and Urin- even temporarily, until I discovered
1 Brown Linen Pattern, was
I always recommend
ary troubles. At all Druggists or by mall 50 cte. merits of Hyomei.
now 15c.
Sample FREE. Address, The Mother Gray Co., it when occasion requires.'1
Waist Suit Patterns that were 20 and 35c. per
Shirt
LeRoy, Ν. Y.
now 25c.
There is no offensive or dangerous
Suit Patterns that were 33, 39, 49c. per
Waist
In a Pinch, use AMES'S FOOT-E1SK. stomach
dosing when Hyomei is used.
now 39c.
and
per
Shake Into your shoes Allen's Foot-Ease, a This reliable remedy for the cure of all Shirt Waist Suit Patterns that were 50, 59
Corns. Bunions, Painful,
powder. It cures
diseases of the respiratory organs is
of ladies' and misses' hosiery marked at a great
lots
broken
Several
smarting. Hot. Swollen feet. At all Druggists
breathed through a neat pocket inhaler
and Shoe Stores, 25c.
Plain and fancy included in this lot.
that comos with every outfit, so that the reduction.
air taken into the throat and lungs is
Born.
lot of seasonable knit underwear in both ladies' and misses'
small
A
like that of the White Mountains or
is that
fever
where
other
health
hay
save
resarts,
can
Lewis
of
money on.
In South Paris, July 11, to the wife
you
unknown.
E. Fox, a daughter, Esther.
most of them worth 6c.
of
Earle
wife
the
to
ΛCo.
In South Parle, July 16,
You will find here a large line of 5c.
j The fact that F. A. Shurtleff
L. Wilbur, a 'laughter.
to refund the money to any hay
10c.
In Peru, June '29, to the wife of D. H. Conant, 1 agree
now
been
I case Anderson ginghams have
15c.,
fever sufferer who uses Hyomei without
a son, Charles KJwln.
In West Sumner, June 30, to the wife of success, should inspire confidence in its
Don't forget to look at our heavy, brown, all linen crash at Sc.
diaries Hadler, a daughter.
to effect a cure. A complete outIn Norway, June 29, to the wife of Ambrose II. power
fit costs only *1.00 and extra bottles but
ABOVE ALL, DON'T FORGET THE PLACE.
Farnum. a eon, (Still-born.)
In Bolster's Mills, June 30, to the wife of 50 cents.
Ilarrv Lowell, a «laughter.
In west Paris, July 11, to the wife of Charles
A. Richardson of Greenwood, a daughter.

prints,

500

Just

In Chester, Vt.. July 12, Mr. David II. Woodbury of South Parle and Mrs. Mettle M. de
l.au/on
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BROOKS—The

You will find

a

good

assortment

F.

A.

MITIITLEFF *.

CO.

!

Hand and Drag Rakes,
Forks and Handles, Etc.

CARRIERS

HAY

Harpoon Forks, Pulleys,
Grapples and Hooks,

Rope for Hay Carriers.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

Hat Sale.

BUNN5Co.36,B»""''NewYort

M Off Our Straw Hats.
The sizes having become broken, we
are making this reduction of 25 per

Price Reductions.

thing

missed

Scythes, Snaths, Stones,

Scientific Jfmericam

su^ery.

greatly

Stores,IS,™!Maine.

>

»

so

Haying Tools

am

Your Business

but

o!

Soap Cases; Sponges; Hair,

and

HIirRTLEFF * CO.

A.

Therefore do

I

forget

supply

Summer 5tore, Paris Mill.
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Soaps

Toilet

forgotten.

so

Perfumes, Toilet Waters, Etc.

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

&£*«£ con^«e<hmo..b.Nor|

»

»

SUMMER.

to F. A.

trip

Planning

Tooth
Tooth, Nail and Clothes Brushes; Manicure Articles;
Cold Cream, Lotions for iclieving sunburn, Powders,

»

Sk^arS:rfS-uS"hat wiih her1

a

SBrHTLEFF * CO.

A.

F.

CO.

the TOILET ARTICLES

*

July
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Any
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STORE,
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Norway,
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S°The

yard,
yard,
yard,
69c.

[Shirt
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..

$1.19,
$1.50,
$1.98.

$2.75,

mMts^secondand
C#k! G.°e!—0*

''ofh'pr.'se»ereTn,l

very
make room for

goods.

the fall

to Women.

May!e'ratanifthird

j

goods

summer

one-third the time required by any othei
treatment. For sale by Shurtleff & Co., this disease can, if Hyomei ia used, stay
atSouth Paris; Jones Drugstore, Oxford; at home without fear of the annual
tack of sneezing, watery eyea, and other
Shirt Waist Patterns
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

In Boston, April lit, by Rev. Herbert Small, standard of excellence and I
have
colony. So. 139. meets
ami fourth Wednesday evenings of each Mr. Henry Day of Boston and Miss Mabel Miliof
of
eu
account
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Norway.
best
month.
their
Norway Commandery, No. jM..
reduced
at
them
fourth Thursday evenings of
ofler
I
moving
Died.

^ond"

marking

are now

low to close, in order to

only advice a physician could give bis
hay fever patienta, waa to go away from
home, but now anyone who ia subject to

While visiting in Sumner last week.
J. F. Doble suffered a slight paralytic
,-inse. from May 1 t" C>ct-1, shock.
He was able to come home
r·ί Saturday. luring the
t
Adams singled and DeWolfe «scored.
la alter a few days, ami is recovering well.
Saturday,
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every
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Nelson drove out a two-base bit and ι
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to
In Bucklleld, July 14, Mrs. Thomas S. Brldg.
go
Daptist Sunday
Adams scored. The next two batters
second and fourth Monlaye of
Thursday evenings. May to
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Gibson's Grove for its annual picnic on
ham, aged C5 years."
In the fifth September.
on infield hits.
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Bryant's Pond, July 11, Ilcnry Cole.
-»:· dt Krook Lodge, No. ML Wednesday.
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South Paris, Maine.
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will be given a free ride. The teams are
In Buckfleld, July, Lewis Record, aged 7S
time. Oxford did the same. In the |
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imltn I.·>·;«. No. 31. meets every to leave the church at nine o'clock.
sixth, Cole singled, Fifield sacrificed,
In Buckfleld, July 9, Annie Hall, age! 32
WANTED.
.·. Pythian Hal'..
Presl'lent—Mrs. Roesle H. Monk.
Wheeler fiied out to Nelson and Shaw |
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where
PortUnd.
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were out Adams singled and scored on
and has shipped them
Secretary—Mm. llaanih K. Carter.
duties
Panto Cowctt, No. ΜΜς Farm, Oxford,
light. Address
Wages good,
Lost.
Treasurer— Mrs. Klora A. Maxim.
Nelson's second double. In the seventh.
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after
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13th,
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gold
pair
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Stearns nH.ther, Mrs. J. P. Stearns, at
but Fletcher struck out. For Oxford, a
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\;m an is employed during
return to
MRS. C. H. WRIGHT,
one finding
Nathan Chase is here for a two weeks'
Ouanl—Mrs. Kmllv M.Cook.
»e.i- u at North 1'aris.
base on balls to Stone and hits by I ike |
wite otDinRh.m
Aest. Uuard—Mrs. I.aura M. Holmes.
vacation. Mr. Chase is chemist for the
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service was performed by Paris Lodge 1 The report
at last took Dr. King's New Discovery
presented contained the nuts, amounting to six peanuts per day,
and
after which a selection was sung by ! 1
Some day you will get a bad scare, which quickly and perfectly cured me.'
opinions of two hydraulic engineers
cach week, 114 every month when
bowels, Prompt relief and sure cure for coughs
local male nuartette.
127-129
The floral offer also that of a former owner of the power thirty-six
you feel a pain in your
the
During
year.
aud
per
1,30$
peanuts
and fear appendicitis. Safety lies ir colds, sore throat* bronchitis, otc. Posi
ings were beautiful, appropriate ant ' at Biscoe Falls, and a comparison of
have been in busithat
you
two
sure
cure
years
a
at
Guarantee»
numerous.
Dr. King's New Life Pills,
Besides thflso of the famil;
the power at Biscoe Falls with that
tively prevents pneumonia.
For Infants and Children.
have taken without permission
all bowel and stomach diseases at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s, Drug Store
and personal friends, the Masonic lodge * Snow's Falls, as ascertained for othei ness I
to fifty-four for
amounting
costive
peanuts,
50c.
ant
2,736
«
*
biliousness;
the Knights of Pythias, the Odd Fellow
such as headache,
South Paris, West Paris; price
parties by a competent engineer.
baps of fifty to the bag, at Oceutseach,
and the Ν. E. O. P., each presented s k
etc. Guaranteed at F. A. Shurt $1.00 a bottle. Trial bottlo free.
ness,
After some discussion and the answei
were
there
course
Of
& Co., Drug Store, South Paris, Wes'
beautiful floral piece, all testifying t> of several questions from citizens près- making $2.70.
but I generally leff
the esteem iu which the Doctor wa * eut, it was voted to instruct the com days when I missed,
Paris,
only 25c. Try them.
"The good effects of a prohibitory la\
tu
come
I
when
time
that
up
make
held by the members of these fraterni
inittee to procure the placing of » weii town."
can readily be seen in Maine," said thi
took the
The
groceryman
ABOUT IT.
measure
the
SECRET
NO
continue
ties. The Masonic lodge had sevent;
and
Falls
Biscoe
at
veterinary of the Ringling Bros.' circus
and the farmer went his way re
members present to participate in th * ment of the water at this point througt money
It is no secret, that for Cuts, Burns > '-We have showed in five Maine citie
would be if every
it
nice
How
s
t
joicing.
services, which was a large attendance August and September, and report at
Ulcere, Fever Sores, Sore Eyes, Boils 1 and in all except one, Bangor, the liquo
one were honest!
The remains were interred at Kiversid e 'uture meeting.
etc., nothing is so effective as Bucklen'i 1 law has been' enforced. The effect ο
A
John
RIGHT,
Arnica Salve. "It didn't take long t< the enforcement has two results: Firsl
Cemetery, where '-he Masonic grav e On motion of δ. E. Shurtleff,
OF YOUR LIFE.
MISTAKES
THE
com
the
service was used.
The bearers wer ® Scott was elected a member of
>
cure s bad eare ! had, and it is all Ο. Κ
towns wbere men cannot spend thei
the mistakes ο
PRICES RIGHT,
number
not
Do
among
ο
c
circu
for sore eyes," writes D. L. Gregory,
iii it tee.
lectors French, Barker and Bartlett
money for drink patronize our
to procure i j
your life that of ncglecting
Tex. 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff
the crowds are mor
Norway and Dr. Littletield of Sout Ub
and
better
TREATMENT RIGHT.
second,
Hope,
1
Cholen
"Nan The Mascotte," to be produce* bottle of Chamberlain'· Colic,
Paris. The frneral services were hel il
Co. β, drug store, Sooth Pari·, Wee orderly. We have had no trouble wit
thii 1
of you
<>n
the tifty-third anniversary of Di
Maine."
all
Thursday and Friday nights ofHouse and Diarrhwa Remedy. Some
in
Pari·.
rowdyism to speak of while
you should
Tiicse are a few reasons
Opera
family may be suddenly attacked witl
W<>odbury'8 birth. In the death of Di week at the Norway
al
are
drama
which
Saturthe best
cramp coliaor diarrhœa,
kinds ef footwear here. We have extra
The pills that act as a tonic, and no
Woodbury, South Paris has sustained a promises to be one of
tbe warn ,
HUGE TASK.
distinct loss. He was a most useful an d ever given by local talent in this vicinity ways prevalent during
as a drastic purge, are DeWitt'e Llttl Î
we can wait on all customers
is
necea
thi
to
relief
weather, and immediate
It was a huge task, to undertake tli
public spirited citizen; a man of stroii g The proceeds of the tirst night go
Risers.
They cure Headach« •
of Norway. 1 sary. This is the moet reliable medi Early
a bad case of kidney dii
and positive convictions, always of a Universalist church
Earl
such
of
etc.
cure
7
Biliousness,
Constipation,
oi
cine in use and can always be depends 1 Risers are
high moral and intellectual standar. 1, social dance follows the performance
small, easy to take and eas y case, as that of C. F. Collier, of Cher<
and unbounded courage in standing f« >r Friday night ami a good time is assured upon, even in tbe most severe am j to act—a safe pill. Mack Hamilton kee, la., but Electric Bitters did it. II
t
the right.
dangerous cases. Get it to-day. It ma; hotel clerk at Valley City, N. D., say; : writes: "My kidneys were so far gom
His real worth was be; it Tickets should be purchased early
sal
Sold by Shurtleff Λ Co,
save a life.
known and best appreciated by tho: e secure good seats as a large advance
"Two bottle· of these Famous Littl θ I could not sit on a chair without
Thirty-tive cents buy South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford Pills cured me of chronic constipation. cushion; and suffered from dreadfi
most
intimately associated with bin ». has been made.in the
house. Ticket· ο 5 Noyes Drug Store, Norway,
I
He was a Christian, though not a the best seats
F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.
Good for either children or adults. \V backache, headache, and depression.
Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.
an ι
______________
church member; his life and charact ;r gale at Stone's drug store. Come
says: "Fc r Electric Bitters, however, I found a cur
Tex.,
H.
Houston,
Howell,
io
or
"Is the circus a financial help
Tolepbono 11Β·8.
Riser Pill s and by them was restored to perfei
were Christian in spirit and in deed—1 >e help the church.
years I have used Little Early
jury to a city?" This is the questio a in my family. No better pill can be uee d health. I recommend this great ton
leaves a noble example for others to fi 1'· now
2
Ai
Skth
in
the
leadin
Db.
discussed
that
being
Bears the
low. The tributes to his worth a r·
Do not forget
medicine to all with weak kidneys, live
for constipation, sick headache, etc
for Infants and Children.
the best know D Maine cities.
merited and deserved. His death leav js nold'h Balsam is
than these famous pills. Scores of test i- or stomach." Guaranteed by F. A. Shut
Bowel
Complainti
all
a
their worth. Sold by 1 '. leff A Co., Druggists, South Pari
vacancy in this community not easi ly Remedy for
Bring old glasses to Dr. Parmeotei moniale prove
tilled. We need more men of the san ie Warranted by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co ,,
Weet Paris; price GOo.
▲. Shurtleff A Co.
I Read ad.
~,

Γ

;

We

SUCCESS.

Married.

^.rasi5r®wg«se

July Bargains.

REMEDY FOR HAY FEVER.

THROWN FROM A WAGON.

Mr. George K. Babcock was thrown
from bis wagon and severely bruised.
He applied Chamberlain's Pain Balm
freely and says it is the best liniment he
Mr. Babcock is a well known
ever used.
citizen of North Plain, Conn. There it
nothiug equal to Pain Balm for spraine
and bruises. It will effect a cure in

9

Ο

cent, to close them out.

wasn Suite.

This makes

a

every dollar

saving

of 25 cents to you on

paid for hats

at this store.

«

We also have

j^^ture

More Boots and Shoes than an;
two stores in the County.

/1

QUALITY

;

why

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA MOUSE

typ«.

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone 106*3.

Money

South Paria.

Saved!

Bring me all your old glasses

of no

they

glasses.

—

^

u?e

are

that

to you, I will allow you

worth in

exchange for

are

what
new

and
with the latest instruments and applianc es to determine
need glasses will lit you with the
correct any defect of the eye, and should you
I

am

well

equipped

Best French
For

a

Crystalline Lens

at Half Price

Difficult Cases Solicited. Satisfaction Guaranteed
Embrace this opportunity and save your sight.
m
■
Eyes tested free.

Short Time.

Refunded.

DR.

A.

Formorly

or

Money

DeWITT PARMENTER, Eye Refractionist,

Merrill Studio, Norway, Maine.
ot the
of Boston, Mass. Scientific and Practical Optician. Graduate

Philadelphia Optical College;

Γ> years

practical experience.

Consultation aud advice free.

ah

of

Optical Ropalr Worli Cheap.

promptly.

days,

j

buy
help

F. PLUMMER,

J.

_____

■

in

date in every respect.

Brllllantlne Suits.

CASTORIA
The Kind You Han Always Bought

bargain

rare

MEN'S BICYCLES. They are equipped
with coaster brakes and are up-to-

_

ΠΑΙΝ STREET. NORWAY, MAINE.

a

BLOCK,

CASTORIA
"Τ"
Tka Kind You Han Always Bought

NORWAY, MAINE

S. RICHARDS,

Optician.

Best Work and Lowest Prices,

AN OLD MAN'S TRIBUTE.

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

—

When suffering daily torture
From backache, rheumatic pain.
Any ill of kidneys or bladder,
Turn to Doan's Kidney Pills.
A cure endorsed by thousands.
Read an old man's tribute.

close

odd patterns and clean

out

Ridlon,|

eight

years*

Ε. H.

pecially
eiD.NEY JUSTUS.

CHANDLER,

of any
1 will furnish IHX'RS and WINDOWS
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.

discolored and so free that often
I had to rise at night. I felt tired all
day. Half a box served to relieve nie,
aud three boxes effected a permanent

or
If In want of »uv kind of Finish for Inside
fine Lu m
Outalde work, send In your order·».
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

cure."

A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
(IlWDLEK,

W.

K.

medicine which cured Mr. Justus will
be mailed on application to any part of
the United Stat>-s. Address Foster-MilSold by all
burn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
dealers; price, tiity cents per box.

1

Matched Hani Wood Floor Boards for sale.

Wcm Sumner

.....

Main"

Plumbing and Heating.

!

Jobbing promptly attended to.
Telephone connection. No charge

for team.

Longloy,

Xj. M.

Maine.

Norway,

for Sale.

hay Tedder

Osborne tedder,

when stoopiug
to lift any-

were

Also Window & Door Frames.

Pianos.

I am still at the Andrews House,
South Paris, and selling the linest pianos
and organs, new and second hand, at the
I sell for
lowest prices ever offered.
Write for
cash or on easy payments.
1 have the best self
list of bargains.
player for pianos in the world, don't fail
to hear it.
LU Y S. EYSTEK, South Paris, Maine,
or 211 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

last year and

new

very little used.

J.

A. NOYES, South Paris.

Tent

for Sale.

1 have for sale a new teat, uiade of
Size Μ χ 2s feet.

IIARRY DUDLEY,
Bucktield.

Behead

No appetite, loss ot strength, r.ervou»headache, oorjtipation, bad breath,
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to indigestion.
This new discovKodol cure· Indigestion.
ery represents the natural juices of digestion as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonic
and reoonatructlve properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.

Before You Purchase Any Other Write
THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE COMPANY
ORANGE, MASS.

Many Sewiig Machines are made to sell regardless of quai.iy. tut t'ie ·· .Vw Home" is madt
to wear. Our guaranty never runs out
We make Sew n,; Machines to suit all condition!

cfthetrade. The "Sow Home" stands at tht
head of all HlKh Stru«l<' farri'y s>:wing machines
Mold b> authorized
llobb·' Variety Store

ouly.
Co., Agent*,

ίDr. True's Elixir
Mali)

kUttren are troubled
tKimvtluug else.

with nunua,

Afewdosescf

■

■ « 1
w nnilf tii. jreiiit.iindpruvca\*:·α■ abletunic ifIliereanlM WOdUS. Sic»lJruw,
■
UK. J. K. TBI Κ A ((>., Auburn, Mr.

j

an

t

tr-

utcU :>

Vbhh········

by F. A. S hurtle ff A Co.

Bankrupt's

NOTICE.

Petition for

Discharge.

p

J

kMÉBg

\1*ST1N

[

bankrupt.

|

pctitloner'should

J

|

|

J

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASON 10 BLOCK,
Connection.

We want to
You

a

NORWAY.

FOR SALE.
Six pigs, five weeks old, and pure
blood Holstein bull, two years old.
Η. M.

a

land

strand.

Xu. IUO.—Triangle.
1. Λ round body. 2. Siugie. 3. Individual. 4. To exist. 5. A letter.
ltil.—Anaftram.

A successful American writer.
Lack no x«>i> J.

yarn abi

Paro'd
In the first place you should know t
no experiment.
It has been on the tu; aket abi ut
tes yoara and has stood the test. Ια 1888 tlm u. s.
Government used a large amount of it iu Juba; four
years later, it having proved so satisfai tory, they
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to M anila, and
they are still using it. The sale» of Paroi d now are
well up to 400 carloads a year or app roximately
20,000,000 feet.
We have handled Paroid for about t iree years
and have sold
100,000 feet and t he sale is
is

nearly

rapidly increasing.

Another thing to be considered is the ow cost as
compared with shingles, being 20 to 40 pei cent cheaper, according to the quantity
and thickness used, than a medium qualitj cellar, making allowance for the extra
cost of laying the shingles. There are ma: ly roofs so Hat that shingles are entirely
unsuitable, while Paroid would be as good as a gravel or tin roof at a small part of
By using
the cost It is especially adapted to pias zas aud dormer windows.
Paroid it is practicable to build jheds, pou Itry houses, Ac., with Hat roofs at a big
saving in material. We have the well kno rn Neponset Red Rope Roofing which
is an excellent low-priced roof, good for tii e years or more. We shall be pleased
to furnish samples and further informatioi on application.

S. P. MAXIM &; SON, Agents,

are

No. IC.-Qurer Berrien.
1. Ill this box of berries there Is η

deficiency.

poisonous

2. Iu this box there Is a

serpent.

3. In this box part Is unripe.

1'arairrapha.
who refuses to believe in the Impossibilities of other peoPointed

tA genius

is

man

a

ple.

No marriage ceremony has ever been
through without a hitch—of bride

gone

and groom.
Home men who take a post graduate
course are In the long run glad to become letter carriers.
The heart ache of many a widow has
been tempered by the reflection that
she looks her best in black.
Out of the Mouth»· of Babca.

Teacher—What Is

my ?

Tommy—A

man

engineer, Tom-

an

should contain

"With my own and my family's experience we consider 'L. F.' Atwcod'a
Bitters the best medicine In he market.
For a spring medicine It Is certainly
the t*st. I» Is better than pills, oils,
salts or other disagreeable medicines
and Is more easily taken, more acceptable to the stomach, more gentle in Its
action, and more beneficial In its effects. I would rrefer one bottle of 'L.
F.'Atwcod's Bitters to two doctors."—
R. H. Sbarles, W. Farmington. Me.

his master in

his attempts to make him. But Griffo's
movements were more like moving a
house than dancing, for Grlffo's heart
was heavy. Ills life had never been a
happy one. Early In life he had been

taken from home and had an iron collar riveted about his neck, was dragged
from town to town, kicked and cuffed
and half starved till life became un-

bearable.

"What use am I?" he sadly said.

do no good to any one, except,

that works an en-

gine.

Teacher—That's right. Now, Johnny,
a pioneer?
Johnny—A woman that works a pi-

what is
ano.

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 146.—Numerical Enigma: Haste
makes waste.
Linnet,
Hidden Birds:
147.
No.

"I

perhaps,

slower, flower.
No. 150.—A Flight of Stairs:

Ex.

SODDEN
Η Ν Τ A I
TALCUM

CUMBER
No. 1Γ»1.—Easy Flower l'liaule: Sweetbrier.
No. 152.—Second I/ettef Variations:
muster.
Master,
Rugged, ragged.
Hoist, beast. Brink, blink.
No. 153.—Crisscross Puzzle:
2.

1.

*

SOAR

MALL

MKAL

BOAT

M

CODK

FOAM

GALE

Τ

Κ

A

No. 154.—Homonyms: Made, maid
Nail. nail. Crow. crow. Suu. son.
WHEN

OTHER

MEDICINES HAVE

FAILED
:ake Foley's Kidney Cure.
when everything else has
F. A. Shurtleff «& Co.

It has cured

disappointed.

O'Halloran—"It's sorry 01 am to foind
that yez hov a ticket to the play tonight, McGovern, for yez'll not see Sir

tlinnery."

"McGovern—How do yez know that?"
O'Halloran—"Because I was there last
and wid me two eyes seen him
lie in the last act.1'
A. R.

Bass,

Morgantown, Ind., had

of

get up ten
light, and had

twelve times in the
backache and
Was cured by
>ains in tbo kidneys.
•"oley's Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff I
ϊ Co.
;o

or
a

severe

A Troubled Conscience.—"I had

ible dream last night," said

ahor-1

Huddle-1
breakfast

ton, when he came down to
he other morning.
"What was it?" asked his wife.
"I dreamed that I was in Purgatory,
□d was made to do all the things I had
aid my friends I would do if I were in
heir places."

|

notch

Little

dry.

How to Clean Corsets.

'Two bottles of these Famous
Pills cured me of chronic constipation."
3ood for either children or adults. W.
3. Howell, Houston, Tex., says: "For
; rears I have used Little Early Riser Pills

Women of cleanly habits will wash
their corsets every few weeks. The i η my family. No better pill can be used
shape of the garment need not be spoiled i or constipation, sick headache, etc.,

by

the

operation,

if it is done

carefully.

Make warm sude, into which a few drops
of ammonia have been put.
Spread the
corset on a flat table, scrub it with a

I han these famous

ι

pills.

Scores of teati-

uoni&ls prove their worth.
L. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Sold by F.

Tho Children's Panacea—Tho Mother's Friend.

GENUINE

CASTORIA
Signature

Bears the

in Crayon, Water color,

GAVE A MIGHTY YELL.

ALWAYS

of

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

The Kind You Haïe Always Bought

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St,,
KENED¥
la

mire

to

In Use For Over 30 Years.
THC CENTAUR COMPANY. 7T MURRAY 6TPCCY.

CATARRH

give

YORK CITY.

The New-York

Sal i*Iac t ion

Ely's Cream Balm

Gives Relief at once.
Hoolhi·."
It cleanse*,

Tri-Weekly Tribune

and heal* the dUeaecd
It curee
membrane.
and
drive*
catarrh
away a cold In the
head qnleklv. It I*
absorbed, ffeale and

îCOLP 'ν Η EAO

newspaper for busy people, aln
and your Rural Free Delivery lai:
brings it to your door three time* every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Κι
and contains all the most important news < i The 1'
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and haw ■.
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in clow t
with all important news of the world at a very small
The regular priée of THE NEW YORK TRI -\\ I liKI Λ
it
TRIBUNE
per year, but you can seam·
only
Oxford Democrat.
your own favorite local newspaper, The

protcctH the Membrane. Itcatoree the Sense* of
Taste and Smell. Pull Size, .Vicente, :u I'rut
or by mall. Trial size 10 cent*, by mail.
ILY imoTIIKUS..Vi Warren Street, New York.

is a metropolitan
good as a daily,

flats

Dr. Austin

NCW

Tenney,

·-

■

Oculist,

Both Papers One Year (or $2,25.

will be at Elm House, Norway,
Thursday, June 1st, and ist Thursday
OtHce
of each following month.

hours,

Eyes

:3ο a. m. to 4
Examined free.

ίο

p. m.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Demoera',
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NENN
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York < itv. w

Wanted.

bring

PEELED PULPW00D.

you

free

a

sample

copy.

DECORATE.

Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every inch a king. Black stallion, white auk
Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
10 hands, weighs 1100 pounds, owned by
behind,
ami Poplar delivered al
JOHN' 15. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me
WM.
J.
WHEELER, South Paris, Me.
any station.
Sireil by Dauk Dkvil, 2.00, by Mamiiki.vo Kim., "The Handsomest Horse

<

deal of him when at Mrs. Norton's,
when he was a young man ah >ut town.
Wie did not see very much of him
after he had once entered upon his poJkwki. (Dam of Lord March, 2.11 l-ii: Diam ΐι·
litical career. Here, however, is a litthe World." I)am Jkwki,.
tle anecdote which is very characterisKing, (p) 2.10 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Hay mare, large snip, right bind ank
white. Foaled June 8, 1S80. Bred at Village Farm. Sired by Λi.jiont .I κ., I-.
tic· and amusing.
My mother had a
Wart 1 well, 2.14 1-4; (ilobe, 2.11
Record 2.20. Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12
of
"Curiosities
for
the
admiration
great
MAINE. Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwcll, (p) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.10 1-4; Antl !♦» <»th··:WEST PARIS,
was
to
make
anxious
and
Literature"
in 2.J50.
the acquaintance of Disraeli's father,
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE <>F W. J. WHEELER, sol Til
but there was a difficulty about this, as
PARIS, MAINE. TERMS: -2Λ To WARRANT.
at the moment he was not on good
terms with his father.
Portland Division.
However, lie appeared one day with
his father in tow. As soon as they
AND BOSTON LINE.
PORTLAND
Foaled June
Black colt, large stripe, front ankles white, hind le^b white.
both seated Disraeli turned
were
Pare 01.25.
around and, looking at his father as if
1902. Bretl at Village Farm.
he were a piece of ornamental china,
Sikku in Dikki τ Il.w., 2.01 l-l.
Superb now stoamers of thin line leave
said to iuy mother: "Madam, I have Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
......
by Mambt ino King, l-'T
Dam, The Countess,
Dam of (.'himcAlirino(4), 2.2S I I, site ui Klorlla
brought you my father. I have become Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
tn
2.3u.
2
an<l
other»
2.1U
Oilmen
14,
(|>),
reconciled to my father on two condi- 7 v. M.
.......
by Almont, Jr., 1>2'.'.
2d dam, Toilet,
The tirst was that he should
tions.
ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.
Dam ol lleelduary ! .coatee, J.U 1··.'; iievner lloy,
come to see you and the second that he
It.
2.20
Commencing Juno lltli, from Portland
should i<iy my debts."
3d dam, Mermaid,
.by Dictator, II :5.
at 8 r. M., and from Boston at 7 i\ m.
Slater of I.h Onealetta. 2.2·.· :Ι·4
^ramlain of
«»f
Almont
<lam
.'.•.'7
I
Lucretln, 2.2»; Itl.ilne,
All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
Λ\«ιΐ!ΐη·ΐ Η lires*.
I)l« tutor, rlie of 1.
But, my «'car, good Odo, a woman's steamers of this Company, is insured
STAND AT W. J. WIIKELEK'S STABLE, SOUTH PARIS. Ml
WILL
risk.
husband Is not the nia» a wife dresses against lire and marine
*2T> TO WARRANT. ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.
TERMS:
Franklin
for. She makes herself as attractive
J. F. LISCOMB, Agent,
as she can for everybody worth know- Wharf, Portland, Me.
FOIS SALE.
For Sale.
ing. You must be an extraordinary
CALVIX AUSTIN, Vice President
person If you suppose that I am going and General Manager, Boston, Mass.
COLLIE PITS.
SCOTCH
House of S rooms, stable ami two
in for the red and green transformation
Il
of
a
in
in
want
etc.
All
fruit
of
acres
trees,
do^ try the Culiie.
land,
treatment for you—simply for you. A
Petition for
to
condition.
intelI
Their
a woman and not
woman who is

Ε. H. PIKE,

DIRECT.

COUNT

|

Bankrupt's

really
hockey player has to watch the fashion as closely as a cook watches a pot,

In the matter of

a

'*

)

EDWIN L.CARVILLK, }
Bankrupt. )

Discharge.
In

Hnu, Poor Muât
"Is my hat on straight?"
"Yes. Hurry or we'll be late."
"Are you sure it's on perfectly

straight?"
"Yes, I tell you. You couldn't get it
stralghter."
"Then I'll have to go back again,
John.
You know it Isn't stylish to
wear this kind of a hat straight."—

and general usefulness on the farm
and about the home will surprise
Μ. Ε. BENNETT,

TO LET.

EDWIN

One 5
room

tenement and

one

Hucktield, Me.

6

Wanted.

with each.

J.

I

jfentli'man of fair education to tr:m
for Arm of
capital. Salary #I ,<·7.
year an«l cxi>eni»on, |>aM weekly. A'Mress
M. I'KRCIV V!,. South l'arie, ilc.
La· I y

II. STUART,
South I'aris, Me.

«r

QUAKER RANGE

es.

Distkict
Maine,
On this Mil day of .luly, A. D. 11105, oi
reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the JSth day of July, A. D.
1D05, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and that
The Oxford
notice thereof be published In
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
and that all known ctcdltors, ami other persons
In Interest, may appear at the said time am,'
place, and show cause. If any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be
granted.
And It le further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known, creditors copies of said petition and this order, adilressed to them at their places of residence as

room

tenement with stable room and

garden

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
ok

beauty, superior

F. Α. Τ WLOR,

Bucklleld, Me.

County of Oxford, anil State of Malm·,
In said District, respectfully represents that
on the 30th day of April, 11 M, lie was <luly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of Congress
relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly our·
rendered all his property and rights of iiro|terty
and has fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcyWherefore 1ic prays, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex
cepted )>y law from such discharge.
Dated this 3rd day of .luly, Α. I). 1905.
ΚI >WIS L. CARVILLE, Bankrupt.

the married women who are the most
popular with men. It is the married
women who control polities, the army,
literature and the stage.
Therefore
can't you see how necessary it is for
them to do all they can to remain attractive?
lied hair and green eyes?
Yes.
Blue teeth and amber eyes if

Apply

good

Bankruptcy.

ami the married woman of the present To the Hon. Ci.akknck IIai.k, Judge of the Dis
trlet Court of the Uniteil Stales for the District
day must do all she can to look like the
of M nine :
unmarried woman of yesterday. It is
I<. CARVILLE, of .Mexico, In the

Foley's Kidney Cure purifies the blood clean brush and the hot suds, and rinse
Tax Assessor—"Can you give me some
Cleveland Leader.
y straining out impurities and tones up J hastily in clear, warm water. Then lay j dea of what
your husband is worth?"
Cures kidney and it flat on a board in tbe sun, that it may
tie whole system.
I don't know, but I
Lady—"Really,
ladder troubles. F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.
Self Improvement.
dry quickly. Do not iron, and do not 1 wouldn't take a million dollars for him."
If desired, the laoee
remove the stays.
Every real and searching effort at
"A woman's bonnet would not cost may be taken oat, and it is often well to * Ή REE GOOD AND JUST REASONS, ι ielf Improvement le of Itself a lesson
luch if it wasn't for the trimming," said do so, to ensure perfect cleanliness.
There are three reasons why mothers 1 )f profound humility, for we cannot
tie miserly husband.
refer One Minute Cough Cure: First, nove a step without learning and feel"Neither would a man's whiskers,"
A Felon.
;
It ! ng the waywardness, the weakness,
t if absolutely harmless; Second.
aswered his wife.
A poultice made of salt mixed with t utee good—children love it; Third. It vacillation of our mcvemente or withSound kidneys are safeguards of life, the white of an egg will atop the growth < ures Cough·, Croup and Whooping >ut desiring to be set upon the rock
lake the kidneys healthy with Foley'· )f a felon, If applied at soon as It make· ( lough when other remedies fail. Sola hat te higher than ourvelves. -GladI jr. A JlhurtUfl A Co.
i its appearanoe.
:idney Core. F. A. Shurtleff à Co.

*

a

Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates tho
Stomach and Dowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

Styles.
Work
Grade Portrait

High

"Yes, said he, letting her out another
beyond the speed limit, "the
The soft, fleecy appearance of the automobile has come to stay." Then
Shetland shawls and other knitted wraps the machine slowed down, gave a shudnecessary or black teeth and white
is often destroyed by careless washing, der or two and a dry, rasping cough and
eyes.—London World.
and it is well to know just bow the work stopped.
"You are right," said his guest, a few
should be done before attempting it.
Innulnr lifnornnce.
The white and tbe delicate tints are of hours later, as they trudged wearily into
I have been told by a Canadian that
course the best colors, and for that town.
reason are frequently passed by with a
In
dj^cusslug with an Euglish general
INDIGESTION CURED.
sigh when a new wrap is selected. This
the possibility of sending troops from
There is no case of indigestion, Dysis entirely unnecessary, as they can be
England to the far east via Canada
perfectly cleared without injuring their pepsia, or Stomach Trouble that will not the latter raised the objection that it
color or fleeciness.
yield to the digestive and strengthening would not be desirable for
them to
Prepare a strong suds of soft water influence of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. This
and pearline, putting in more of the remedy takes the strain off the stomach travel over United States territory! 1
powder than is required for other clothes, by digesting what you eat and allowing have been told of an English oiliclal
as there is a harsh feeling to the wrap it to rest until it grows strong again.
having condoled shortly after McKInwhon first washed that requires con- Kodol Dyspepsia Cure affords quick and ley's assassination with a Canadian on
siderable of the pearline to remove. permanent relief from Indigestion and the loss of his president. I have
myHave tbe suds warm and have another nil stomach troubles, builds up the self heard an educatcT
Englishman extub of clear water of the same tempera- system and bo purifies that disease can
press to a Canadian audience his surture for rinsing, says the Housekeeper. not attack and gain a foothold as when
at finding modern civilization exPut in tbo wrap and wash it about in the in a weakened condition. The constant- prise
lu a country which he had till
water, squeezing it between the hands, ly increasing use of Kodol Dyspepsia isting
but do not rub or wring it. If the Dure by physicians of hospital and then believed to be under permanent
water seems much soiled it will be best general practice of itself tells how this ice and snow.—Countess of Minto in
to make another suds in the second tub most wonderful modern discovery has National Review.
and give it a second washing; then, be- proven to be the greatest digestant for
fore taking it from the second suds, pre- the allevation of aeufftring humanity,
Odd Origin of an Epidemic.
pare the warm rinsing water as before. [ts many cures of both children and
In a house iu the English town of
After rinsing it well put it through idults grows larger day by day. Sold
Exeter sat two men. One of them inthe wringer and hang on the line to by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
formed his companion that the last
dry in a cool breeze. If it is while, it is
best to hang it in the sun; but, if
"De bird dat can sing an1 won't sing," time, he was iu the town he suffered
colored, the shade is best for it. A white »id Uncle Ebon, "ain't as bad as de from smallpox In that very room. "In
wrap may have a little bluing in the bird dat can't sing and Insists on buttin' that corner," he said, "was a cuprinse water, but it must be of the best In."
board where the bandages were kept.
kind to prevent spots or streaks. A pale
It Is now plastered over, but they are
blue wrap is improved in appearance by
The pills that act as a tonic, and not probably still there." And he took a
the use of a little bluing in the rinse is a drastic
purge, are DeWitt's Little poker, broke down the plaster and
water, but other colors must not have it Early Risers.
They cure Headache, found them. From their "find" the
The wrap must be well shaken before
Constipation, Biliousness, etc. Early two men contracted the disease, and
putting it on the line, and the shaking, Risers are
small, easy to take and easy it spread through the town and workstretching in every direction, and especi- a act—a safe
Mack Hamilton, ed fearful havoc.
ally the snapping out of the fringe, must lotel clerk at pill.
Valley City, N. D., says:
be repeated every few minutes until it is

Washing Shawls.

β ο υ

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, 31orphino nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Castoria is

goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.

in all

&

cream-like complexion, rosy cheeks,
Sir," then you
UlNrnell mill HI* Father.
eyes, take Hollister's Rocky
signing your- laughing
I.jul Dufferiu used to tell the followMountain Tea, greatest beautifier known.
35 cents. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; Orin ing story about his mother and Disraeli :
The golden rule as appertaining to the Stevens.
beginning and ending of letters is that
My mother was among the tirst of
to
say Disraeli's
each denotes an equal degree of intiJudge—"Have you anything
acquaintances to recognize
sentence
I
before pass your
upon you?"
macy, friendship, or affection.
his great ability, and she saw a great
Bank Wrecker—"Yes. Don't the rules

—

What is CASTORIA

Mats, Mirrors

If you commence "Dear
very well conclude by
self "Yours very truly."

Jack—"What did your father say when
Such invitations should naturally be you told him we were engaged?"
answered without delay, and on the
Gladye—"You should know better
termination of a visit, never omit to send than to ask me to repeat such language."
bird,
daw,
king
starling, tuerliu, hawk,
a letter of graceful and expressive thanks
emu, mallard, reed (bird), owl.
TWO BOTTLES CURED HIM.
for hospitality shown and kindnesses re1.
No. 148.—Concealed Word Square:
"I was troubled with kidney complaint
ceived.
for about two years," writes A. H. Davis,
Sight. 2. Idler. 3. Glare. 4. Herbs. 5.
When in mourning never omit to write
of Mt. Sterling, la., "but two bottles of
Tress.
on black-bordered note paper, the depth
No. 149.—i'hanged Initials: Blower,
Foley'e Kidney Cure effected a permaaccording to your degree of loss, etc.— nent cure." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Picture Frames

can

other invitations.

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought» and which has hcen
in use for over 30 years, has borne tho signature of
and has been made under his |>cr^0
sonal supervision since its infancy.
\*uxf7f, /■cucAtM AUownoonetodecciveyouin (his.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and ««Just-as-good" arc hut
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of

The True "L. F." i» a TimeTested Remedy of Reliable Efficacy

to him and ask him.if he knows somesmall cream cheese which comes put
A SMOOTH ARTICLE.
thing I could do to he of use."
Cookies, as a rule, are
up in tinfoil.
When you find it necessary to use
As he said this he rose on his hind
easier than cake to take in a lunch box.
Do not attempt to take water ices on salve use DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. legs and walked toward Pat, who,
a long trip, as they do not keep as well It is the
purest, and beet for Sores, hearing a sound behind him, turned.
as ice cream.—New Idea.
Burns, Boils, Eczema, Blind, Bleeding, As he did so he gave a mighty yell:
Itching or Protruding Piles. Get the
"Oh, oh, oh! The saints protect uu:
genuine DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. Help! Help! I'll never touch a drop
Notes on Etiquette.
A,
Co.
A.
Shurtleff
F.
Sold
by
It is etiquette to reply to letters as
of rum again so long's I live!" And.
of the
soon as possible after their receipt, while
owe mo thirty thou- dropping his shovel, lie ran out
Bumber—"Tou
business letters should always be ans- sand
dollars, which you say you can't shaft and did not stop till he reached
wered at once.
pay. Why don't you marry Miss Old- his home.
Business letters should bo as concise girl; she's worth twice that amount."
"Alary, Mary!" he cried. "Give me
and clear as possible, and the shorter
Jumper—"No," I can't do that; but the pledge quick till I sign It. I've
and
reason
her
the
pay seen the 'old
yourself
simple
you might marry
they are the better, for
hoy' himself. I'll never
that really busy people cannot afford me the difference!"
drink again!" And poor Griffo never
to
the
have
if
patience,
time, even
they
knew the good deed he had done.—Atwade through
Beautify your complexion with little
long, rambling comcost. If you wish a smooth,
clear, lanta Constitution.
munications.

Not a cent wanted, unless you are
They may be closed by the one to
whom they are handed, and should be cured. If you are sick and ailing, take
A
left with the visiting card upon the per- Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea.
son to whom add;essed.
great blessing to the human family.
Makes you well—keeps you well. 35
Letters of introduction should be deTea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff
livered as soon as convenient after arri- cents,
& Co. ; Orin Stevens.
val at a place, thus conveying the idea
that you appreciate the kindness of the
A Russian Blowout.—"I rise to the
writer and that the new acquaintance is
occasion," murmured the Russian duke
desired.
when they planted a bomb under the
Answers to engraved invitations are chair. Gratitied that their efforts were
in
tbe
so courteously recognized the mob planalways written, being worded
third person; but when friendly little ned a blowout /or the rest of the family.
be
acknowshould
these
are
notes
sent,
Where are you sick? Headache, foulledged in a corresponding way.
no appetite, lack energy, pain in
Invitation cards with the letters R. S. ton&uo,
stomach, constipation, Ilollieter's
V. P. in the lower left hand corner im- your
Rocky Mountain Tea will make you well
ply that an answer is requested, and this and keep
F. A.
well. 35 cents.
reply should be sent as early as possible, Shurtleff Λyou
Co. ; Grin Steven·.
for naturally a hostess is anxious to
know how many guests she may expect;
So Like a Brother.—Brother—"Maand in the case of refusal, time and op- bel's
doing her hair an awfully rippin'
her
of
is
any
up
filling
portunity given
way now. It makes her seem quite
etc.
dinner
at
tlio
table,
vacancy
pretty. You ought to try it."
Letters of invitation to stay at a house
BRONCHITIS FOR TWENTY YEARS.
are written by the hostess, and it really
Mrs. Minerva Smith, of Danville, 111.,
saves much awkwardness if a fixed date
of arrival and departure is mentioned. writes: "I had bronchitis for twenty
used
It puts both tbe guest and hostess at years and never got relief until I
and Tar which is a euro
ease on this point, besides enabling the Foley's Honey
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
guest to make other plane and accept cine."

'■/t. \ .m\\\\\\\\\^v\v

and Pictures,

cans

Letters of introduction are given with allow
you to take out time from my
the envelope unfastened, as they are pre- sentence
equal to the length of that
sumed to contain nothing of a private miserable
speech my lawyer made?"
character.

BERRY, South Paris. loight,

spin—

χ

And my whoie Is
On a far southern

No.

In the matter of
}
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she I
In Bankruptcy
AUSTIN .MCALLISTER,
ha* been duly appointe·! administratrix of the
Bankrupt. ;
estate of
of the Ole
Hai
To
the
Hon.
CLAKESCE
e,
Judge
JOHN T. GLovBH, late of Summer,
trlct Court of the United Stales for the District
in the County ot Oxford, <lecease<l, and given
of Maine :
All |>ersons
bonde as the" law directe.
demtnds against the estate of said deceased arc
McALLISTKR, of Norway, In the
desired to present the same for «etticment, and
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
sal·! Dlstrtct. respectfully represents that on
ment lmmediately.
the -Int 'lay of 'uly, last past, he was duly
AGNES F. GLOVER.
■lune Aith, 1!*».
adjudged bankrupt un· 1er the Acts of Congress re·
latin if to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surreti
tiered all his property ati'l rights of property,
NOTICE.
it· 1 ha^t fully fcomplled with all the requirements
In the District Court of the I'nlted States for the |
of said Acts ami of the or>lere of Court touching
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
his bankruptcy.
1
In the matter of
Wherefore he prays, That be may be decree»!
In Bankruptcy, l>v the Court to have a full discharge from all
CHARLES K. RKKt>,
of Hartford, B*nkrut>t. )
debts provable against his estate under said
To the creditors of Charles F. Reed In the
bankruptcy Acts, except such délits as arc cx
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
cepted by law from such discharge.
Notice Is hereby given that on the inh day of
Dated this ilith dav of .lure. Α. Γ>. 190ό.
.luue, A. l>. 1jm5, the said Charles K. Reed was
AUSTIN MCALLISTER, Bankrupt
and that the Urst
duly adjudicate·!
oHDF.It OF NOTICE T11KKKOX.
meeting of his creditors will lie held at the Court
House, in South Parle, on the ISth day of Jul», District ok Maine, ss.
A D. 1HUS, at 10 o'clock tn the forenoon, at which
Ou this M day of July, A. D. 1905, on read
time the said creditor* may attend, prove their Ing the foregoing petition, It Is
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing l>e had
aud transact such other business as may pro|>erly
upon the same on the 21st day of July, A. D.
comc t'eforv said meeting.
before said Court at 1'ortland, In said DisI
South l'arls, July 1, IMS.
trict, at lu o'clock In the forenoon; and that no
GEO. A. WILSON,
tlce thereof be published In the oxford Demo
Referee In Bankrupted I crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest. may appear at the said time and place,
NOTICE.
and show cause. If any they have, why the
In the District Court of the United States for the
not be granted.
prayer of said
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
And U is further ordered by the Court, That
I
In the matter of
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
WILLIS B. WENTWoRTH, In Bankruptcy
ttors copies of said petition ami this order, ad'
of Kuuifonl Falls, Bankrupt. )
Iressed to them at their places of residence m
To the creditors of Willis B. Went worth In the stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
County of oxford and district aforesaid:
Notice Is hereby given that ou the 1st dav of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at 1'ortland
■July, A. l>. lyuft, the said Willis B. Wentwortli In said District, on the 1st day of July, A. D
1905.
was duly a<|judlcate<l bankrupt; and that the llrst
JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.
[L.S.]
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
A true copy of petition and or 1er thereon.
Court House, in South I'arts, on the 1Mb
Attest
JAMES E. HEWEY.Clerk.
o'clock
at
10
A.
D.
of
Γ.«>ϋ,
July,
day
at
which time the said
In the forenoon,
C'OM.XIMMIOXEKK* NOTICE.
creditors
may attend, prove their claims,
STATE OF MAINE.
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
and transact such other business as may OXFOKl>, 9». July 3d, A. l> 190S.
properly come before said meeting.
We, the undersigned. having been duly a
South farts, July 3, 1**6.
pointed by the Honorable Addison E. Herrlc
GEO. A. WILSON,
Judge of Probate within and for said county,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
commissioners to receive and decide upon the
claims of the creditors of Adonlram J. Berry,
late of Sumner, In said County, decea«cd, whose
NOTICE.
estate has l»een represented' Insolvent, hereby
In the District Court of the United States for
public notice agreeably to the order of the
give
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
said Judge of Probate, tint six months from and
1
1 η the matter of
after the third Tuesday In June, A. D. 1905, have
Ih Bankruptcy.
GEORGE J. WHOOLEY,
been allowed to said creditors to present ami
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
prove their claims, and that we will attend to the
duties
assigned us at the office of K. R Dyer,
In
To the creditors of George J. Wbooley
BuckUeld Village, Maine, on Thursday, the 20th
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
of
of
that
on
the
24th
day
July, 190Ô, and the Uth day of "December,
Notice Is hereby given
day
June, A. D. 1S06, the said George J. Whooley 19(Î5. at ten o'clock in the forenoon of each of
waa duly a<|judlcated bankrupt, and that the Urst said days.
WALTER I,. «RAY,
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
ALTON C. WHEELER,
House, In South Paris, on the l&h day of July,
Commissioner*
A. D. l'JOô, at 10o'clock in the forenoon.at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
You are hereby notified that a rnectln? of the
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
stockholders and subscribers for stock of the
and transact such other business as may proper
Oxford Central Electric Railroad will be held
ly come before said meeting.
at No. 3 Dealing street, Norway, Maine, on the
South Parle, J uly 1. lauv
•joth clay of July, 1905. at 10 o'clock, a m., to act
GEO. A. WILSON.
Keferee In Bankruptcy.
upon the following business
To see what action the stockholders will take
upon the question of continuing or abandoning
NOTICE.
the Company's franchise and each other corAll bills contracted against the town of I'arts
porate rights as It may have In the location here
on the highway, either labor or material, we tofore
acquired for the proposed building of Its
want presented for payment on or before the 1st
railroad t.-om Norway westerly In the towns of
day of every month
Walerford, Albany and Stouehain.
kespectfully,
Λ motion will be presented at the meeting to
SELECTMEN OF PARIS.
abandon and rellnqulsh the said Company»'
franchise and location.
C. II. PRIDE, Clerk

Teltphon·

ikst you will find;
In the calendar niv
My second Is a song of some kind.

worms?

Kodol Digests Whet You Eat
■ottieeoaly. S 1.00 Slie holding 2 S times the trial
slxe. which se.is for SO cents.
Prepared by ft. O· DeWiTT & OO.. CHICAGO.

1. WALDO

one

1RI».—t linrade.

X».

Norway, Maine.

Mr. S. S. Ball. <ji R»»enswood. W. V·.. ail:—
I vu troubled with sour stomach for twenty years.
Kodol cured me and we are now using It Is milk
tor bee»."

SoM

again: every

me

my

Just one I shall be If the third
From my other three letters Is sundered;
Now ruthlessly cut off my head and my
tall.
I'll "bob up serenely"—a hundred.

neae.

suffering from rheumatism the kidneys must be attended to at
once so that they will eliminate the uric
acid from the blood.
Foley's Kidney
When you

Gentler in its Action

Griffo was a dancing bear—that le,
he was supposed to danee and was

frequently prodded by

CASTOR ΙΑ

Spring Medicine· —More
Acceptable to the Stomach and

Best of all

a

Is what I now mean, you may know.
But turn me around, and I'll make your
heart bleed
Because I am suffering so.

Soup
Stomach

MATISM.

Purpose Was Right

HE
of deviled F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
master of mine, who
of
olives,
drunken
this
bottles
sardines,
chicken,
ham,
He—Clara, I want to atk you a quesat the saloon for
mixed
everything
pickles and tiny cucumbers, tion.
spends
glasses of marmalade and jam in variety,
drluk. I shail run away and liud someis so sudden!
She—This
and
besides small boxes of butter wafers
He—I know, but I can't stand it any thing to do that is worth while, someand the fancy sweet wafers.
The name of a well known Russian crackers
The fact is one of the lege of
longer.
salad
be
thing useful to the world. Hut where
The e should always
dressing
your chair is on ray foot, and I was go- shall I run'/"
general is concealed in this group of and
hand.
on
of
lemoie
p'eity
rewould
if
ask
to
kindly
take
you
you
pictures. To solve the problem
Have a large coffoe pot, only used for ing
Looking down, he saw tbat his masmove it.
the tirst letter of the name of each ob- picnics, and have the coffee measured
He quietly pulled the
was dozing.
ter
ject represented and combine them lu and mixed with egg before leaving home.
chain out of his hand, and, seeing a
A jug of wator is a great convenience,
Mother·.
to
the order In which they are numbered.
Important
unless the party is sure of a spring or Examine c*r«fully every bottle of CASTORIA,
large hole in llie roadway not far off,
—New York Tribune.
are to picnic.
where
near
water
they
Crawling
en re remedy for Infanta and children,
and
he made a bolt for that.
a
aafe
good
A bottle of lemon or grape juice will be and eee that it
down a long passageway, he saw a
No. 157.—Central Acroatlc.
found refreshing on hot days.
light.
1'entrals name a variety of beautiful
Do not take pies, tarts or mussy things
"Well!" he exclaimed. "What have
flowers.
which are in danger of epoiling the rest
we here? An adventure, at any rate."
Crosswords: 1. To feel or perceive of the lunch. Salads may be taken in
30
Tears.
For
Over
In Use
The light grew brighter as he came
Lettuce sandwiches are
with pleasure. 2. To entertain agree- fruit jars.
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
most appetizing,
near and showed a large chamber unably. 3. To join at the end. 4. Be- easily made and are
also "those of watercress and celery.
der ground in which an Irishman was
longs to a tortoise. Γι. Soil of all kiuds.
In the case of an old man named working with a pick and shovel, digSandwiches may be had in great variety
0. On high. 7. An adhesive mixture.
When Sheehan, of Tralee, Ireland, who had apwith but little work or expense.
ging a passage for the subway. "My,
8. Excessively fat. IK The malicious there is no time tor even that, put in a
plied for relief, one of the guardians of this looks like home down here," said
a
house.
burning of
loaf of bread, a sharp knife, a well-cover- the poor remarked: "The poor man
as this fellow and I are
Sure, he has Griffo, "and,
ed glass of butter, some peanut butter should have some relief.
the only persons present, I shall speak
and marmalade, a box of crackers, and no bed clothes but his goat."
Χο. 13N.—Metngram.
room

A word of six letters am I;
I talk, and I argue and reason.
My first 1 niter gone. 1 stretch out
hand
To gather whatever's In season.

nice heavy «luck.
Apply to

His

th^ustomer

severe

thing. and often I could hardly straighten
The aching was bad in the
my back.
daytime, but just as bad at night, and I
I was
was always lame in the morning.
bothered with rheumatic pains ami dropsical swelling of the feet. The urinary
passages were painful, and the secretions

Builders' Finish !

you refuse him?"
"He has a past."
"But he cau blot it out."
"Perhaps; but he can't use mu as the

"Why did

Lunelle* for Picnic* and

Cure is the most effective remedy for
off at a moment's notice," as they ex- this purpose. R. T. Hopkins of Polar,
Wis., says, "After unsuccessfully doctorpressed it.
"When it is needed moat, I bave the ing three years for rheumatism with the
least on hand which can be used for a best doctors, I tried Foley's Kidney Cure
and it cured me. I cannot speak too
picnic," remarked one.
Yet, if understood, it is an easy matter. highly of this great medicine." F. A.
In the first place, have a cupboard or Shurtleff & Co.
ahelf devoted to picnic auppliea. Keep
"Perhaps this nickel will pass," said
an abundance of good, clean boxes of
as
paid for
assorted sizes (shoe boxes and those the tobacconist,
"What's
a cigar, "but I'm not sure."
are
in
come
desirable),
always
envelopes
the matter with it?" demanded the
plenty of waxed paper to wrap sandat the weed. "Well,
wiches and cake or cookies in, Japanese customer, puffing
it isn't as good as it might be." "Well,
wooden
and
plates.
napkins
is this cigar."
If picnics are frequent in the family, it neither
a regular picnic
have
to
advisable
be
may
NO FALSE CLAIMS.
outfit in a basket or box, which includes
of Foley's Honey and
The
plates and cups in agate or granite ware, Tar do proprietors
not advertise this as a "sure cure
knives, forks and spoons, salt and pepThey do not claim it
to in- for consumption."
per shakers, etc. It will be well
will cure this dread complaint in adclude a set of irons, made to order, to
vanced cases, but do positively assert
use over a big bed of coals in the woods,
that it will cure in the earlier stages, and
on which to broil a steak or some bacon,
to give comfort and relief in
make coffee and heat creamed potatoes, never fails
and
cases.- Foley's Honey
when a warm meal is desired on an all- the worst
Tar is without doubt the greatest throat
affair.
day
Refuse substitutes.
and lung remedy.
One shelf in the china closet or store-

standI suffered
the most severe
backache and
other pains in
the region of
the k i dneys.
These were es-

MAINE.

to her."

ia

ten

An Animal story For
Little Polk*

suppose."
"No; she's had her mother come home

planned for days in
The hostese who ia quick to execute,
and can prepare at a half-hour's notice
an appetizing lunch, ia to be envied.
"But how do you do it," inquired aeveral friends, who were good cooks and
housekeepers but who never could "start

No. 156.—Hidden Name Pnmmle.

ing.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

or

_

Excursion*.
There ia a certain charm and delight
blotter."
about an impromptu picnic or excursion
that far outshines that of the one which TREAT TOUR KIDNEYS FOR RHEUadvance.

Sidney Justus, fruit dealer, of Mentor.
"I was cured by Doan's
Ohio, says:
Kidney Tills of a severe case of kidney
trouble of

up stock.

Chas. F.

Quick

IBS.—J«mbl*4 «notation.
Childhood womanhood the and
Feet reluctant brook standing with
River and feet where meet.

No.

In trouble.—"He's sorry now that he
with his wife."
"She has gone home to her mother, I

quarrelled

8ΪΚημ5!ΚΪ3ϊ;
"ΕΧΒΓΜΒ®·
Column, Oxford Democrat, Fart·. Maine.

An Ohio Fruit Raiser, 78 Years Old,
Cured of a Terrible Case After Ten
Years of Suffering.

Wool Carpets
to

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

>

stated.
Witness the Hon. Ci.akknck IIai.k, Judge
3t the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
land, In said District, on the Sth day of July,
A. D. 11)05.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk.

Bankrupt's

In the matter of

Petition for
1

trlet Court of the United States for the District

of Maine :

Bethel,
Alphonse
Maine,

l. vandeskerckhoven,
In the County of Oxford, and
In said District, respectfully
the 8th day of April, last
on
that
•epresents
tast, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under
ho Acts of Congress relating to Bankruptcy;
hat he has duly surrendered all hie property
ind rights of property, nnd has fully compiled
ylth all the requirements of said Acts and of
he orders of Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
>y the Court to have a full discharge from all
lebts provable against his estate under said
I lankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are
xcepted by law from such discharge·
Dated this 28th day of June. A. D. 1905.
ALPHONSE L. VANDENKERCKHOVEN,
of
itate of

nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
on without bolts.
The

Discharge.

ALPHONSE L.VANDEN-1 ln Bankroi.trv
llantrul'tcy
KKRCKHOVEN,
f
Bankrupt. J
Γο the Hon. Ci.akknck Hai.k, Judge of the DU

I

50 cts.Down

J

|
J

,

Week .t

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

\)r Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,

■ a ted.

Witness the Hon. Clarence Hai.e, Judge
0 : the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port1* ad, ln said District, on the 1st day of July,
1 D. 1906.
JAMES B. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. 8.1
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest : JAMES 1, HEWEY, Clerk.

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

_

Y

50 CtS.

Variety Store, Norway.

Bankrupt.

ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΗΕΟ*.
, ÎI8TRICT OF MAINK, SB.
On this 1st day of July, A. D. 1906, on read
1 ag the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
t iK»n the same on the 2Dt day of July, Α. I).
M)5, before said Court at Portland, in said Die·
rict, at 10 o'clock ln the forenoon; and that not ce thereof be published ln the oxford Demorat, a newspaper printed ln eald District, and
îat all known creditors, and other persons In
iterest, may appear at the said time and plcce,
8 nd show cause, if any they have, why the
1 rayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
?e Clerk shall eend by mall to all known credors copies of eald petition and this order, adreseed to them at their places of residence as

and

'l
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